With Amelia Island, Wild Dunes, and Kiawah Island already on his résumé, Frank Brumley (BBA ’62) has now turned his attention to Daniel Island and Visions.

**TAMING THE MONSTER**
Terry graduates boast first-time CPA exam pass rates that are consistently among the top 10 best in the nation.

**PILOTING THE STATE’S CHIEF ECONOMIC ENGINE**
Savannah has the fastest-growing port in the nation — and it may be the best managed, thanks in part to GPA Chairman Steve Green (BBA ’71).

Island Visionary

With Amelia Island, Wild Dunes, and Kiawah Island already on his résumé, Frank Brumley (BBA ’62) has now turned his attention to Daniel Island and Visions.
If we make our employees this happy, just think what we do for our customers.

Lydia Johnson, Management Associate; Brad Beard, Corporate Banker; Adam Parker, Commercial Banker; Alfredo Alonso, Credit Analyst; and Sara Boschma, Management Associate.

Thanks to our employees for the nomination. And to Georgia Trend for naming us one of Georgia’s Best Places to Work. If there is one thing we value beyond compare, it’s our employees. At Bank of North Georgia, we hold each individual in the highest esteem, empowering them to be their best each and every day. Here, employees are authorized to make their own decisions — making them an asset not only to us, but to our customers as well. Now that’s a work environment that’s working for us all!

770.576.4471 • www.banknorthgeorgia.com

Corporate sponsor of the Terry Third Thursday Executive Speaker Series
Davis Chair is a living legacy to a legend

“Good afternoon.”

On paper, it may read like a nice greeting. But as Terry alum Ken Jackson recalls, if you had the misfortune of arriving late to Earl Davis’ morning tax research class, it “was anything but a ‘good afternoon’ in college.”

Jackson (BBA ’79, MAcc ’80) was one of countless students who learned over the years that when Prof. Davis said class began at 7:50 a.m., he meant it. Otherwise, you would get “the greeting.”

But sarcasm over one’s lack of punctuality was nothing compared to arriving unprepared. Davis, a lawyer and former FBI man, grilled his students relentlessly on the work they were assigned. Mike Maxey (BBA ’75, MAcc ’76) says if Davis discovered you weren’t up to the challenge, he took you to task right there in front of your peers.

“One day, Dr. Davis took a guy’s Code and Regulations off his desk, threw it in the trash can, and told him, ‘This is how much good it’s doing you!’”

But Davis never demanded more from others than he did from himself. And, like the notorious Prof. Kingsfield from The Paper Chase, Davis was not only feared, but also revered and, yes, loved — though the latter feelings didn’t always surface until a student had survived Davis’ class or perhaps until they had secured a job. Whether it happened sooner or later, there was inevitably that moment where a tax class alum thanked his or her lucky stars that Dr. Davis had insisted on them being uber-prepared for the challenges of the accounting field.

Davis, who passed away on Aug. 8, was known affectionately as “Uncle Earl” and he was held in the same esteem as fathers and pastors because he was a true mentor to his students.

Walt McGill (MAcc ’80) says that Davis was, for all practical purposes, the career placement program for tax students in the accounting program. And you didn’t have to be at the top of his grade book for him to go to bat for you. Davis endeared himself to students for his never-say-die efforts to find every last one of them a job. And he did it with little or no fanfare.

“In the two years I worked with Dr. Davis, there were a number of students who were uncertain about where to begin, or they were shy,” says McGill. “And you would see him pull them aside, help them get their résumé right, coach them on the interview, and then call the firms to get them an interview. You would see those acts of kindness all the time, but he never advertised it.”

Bill Lankford (BBA ’70, MAcc ’71), managing partner of Moore Stephens Tiller, LLC, a 130-person accounting firm in Atlanta, credits Davis for his start. “I have never had anything but one job [and] he’s responsible.”

It’s little wonder that the man so often described as the “heart and soul of Terry’s tax program” inspired his students to make an endowed chair in his name a reality while he was still alive.

According to Ben Ayers, director of Terry’s J.M. Tull School of Accounting, the endowment will help Terry attract the very best tax faculty — and that is a living tribute to a man who spent his life building a program with a reputation for its rigor and production of outstanding students.

“When you think about the Tull School of Accounting’s tax program,” says Ayers, “for many decades you thought about Earl Davis.”

And thanks to the $2 million raised by alumni and friends of the Terry College to fund the Earl Davis Chair in Taxation, we’ll be thinking about Prof. Davis and his legacy for decades to come. ■

Kent Hannon
khannon@terry.uga.edu

*editor’s note*
Deloitte is a Proud Sponsor of the Terry College of Business and the Terry Third Thursday Series.

Terry Third Thursday is a breakfast speakers series for the Atlanta business community and holds its monthly meetings in Buckhead at the Atlanta Executive Education Center at One Live Oak on Lenox Road, across from Lenox Square Mall.

Third Thursday programs feature influential speakers, as well as special guests from the University of Georgia, who bring local and global perspectives on business and innovation.

As a leading professional services firm, Deloitte is pleased to help make these thought-provoking gatherings possible. This relationship is at the core of Deloitte’s mission to engage the business community and academia, fostering understanding and building lifelong relationships with key decision makers. It is also important for Deloitte to connect with the best and the brightest UGA students who seek to join a top quality firm where they can make a difference.
What we mean by national prominence

From a new strategic plan to a fresh approach in how we’re marketing the Terry College, we are taking several steps this year that will have vitally important implications for Terry. As we move closer to the landmark that will be our centennial celebration in 2012, I want to focus your attention on three specific actions we’ve taken.

Over the summer, two task forces began a series of discussions to assess the strategic direction of the Terry College of Business. It was the most extensive strategic planning we’d done in almost a decade. The task force internal to the college was composed primarily of faculty, staff and students, while the other task force consisted of external constituents from the business community – specifically members of the newly appointed Terry Dean’s Advisory Council [see story on p. 9]. While the revised strategic plan is still a draft, these two very different groups came to the same conclusions on several key concepts that are crucial to our future. There was a clear consensus that no matter how deservedly proud we are of the quality of the Terry College, we aspire to significantly raise the bar and we want to have this accomplishment recognized beyond our community of alumni and friends. This is what we mean when we say we want national prominence.

The two task forces also concluded that we need to reach a consensus on a short list of strategic priorities for the college. These priorities will assure that our undergraduate students complete degrees that prepare them for promising careers and also ensure that they are equipped with the tools to succeed over the long term. Additionally, these priorities will assure that our MBA program is increasingly respected by the business and academic communities, and that our faculty advance our understanding of business and, ultimately, improve its practice. I am especially grateful to Terry Dean’s Advisory Council member Bill Griffin (BBA ’72) for leading this effort.

We also are re-casting the Terry brand. This is another effort that relies on the opinions and hard work of our alumni working with our faculty and staff. Andy Barksdale (BBA ’89, MBA ’93), who is chairing the Alumni Board this year, has worked closely with our Marketing and Communications staff to better define our brand and increase its impact. In the months ahead, you will see a new look used consistently in brochures, marketing materials and any other items displaying the Terry logo.

As the strategic planning and re-branding initiatives illustrate, the Terry College gains in many ways when we stay connected with our alumni. I believe that our alumni also gain from this connection to each other and to the college. I want to keep stepping up the level of communication with alumni, including this magazine, departmental newsletters and our bi-monthly electronic newsletter, Terry FYI, which we began publishing last spring. (Add your own subscription by emailing news@terry.uga.edu.) Also new this year, we are developing regional alumni networks to connect with our alumni and to make it easier for them to connect with each other. These clubs are being organized by local alumni and will work in collaboration with the UGA Alumni Association as a better way to align with their common interests as graduates of Terry. As a pilot program, we will organize the first clubs in New York and Charlotte, where we have a large number of Terry alumni living. I hope to see you at some of our upcoming events.

Robert T. Sumichrast, Dean
**Terry To Do’s**

**DATE**  **EVENT**
November 14  **Terry Leadership Speaker Series**
Speaker: Lizanne Gottung, Senior Vice President and Chief Human Resources Officer, Kimberly-Clark Corp.
10:00 a.m. UGA Main Library, Room B-2. Free.

20  **Terry Third Thursday**
Speaker: Paul Wood, President and CEO, Georgia EMC.
Reservations required: $30 per person. 7:00-9:00 a.m.
Terry College Executive Education Center, Atlanta.
Reservations: (706) 583-0397.
www.terry.uga.edu/ttt/

December 3  **26th Annual Georgia Economic Outlook Luncheon**
Speaker: Steve Forbes, CEO of Forbes, Inc. and editor-in-chief of Forbes magazine; and Robert T. Sumichrast, Dean, Terry College of Business
Reservations required: $80 per person.
11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta.
Contact Executive Programs: (706) 425-3280
web www.terry.uga.edu/exec_ed/eol/

February 3  **14th Annual Southeastern Bank Management and Directors Conference**
Mansion on Forsyth Park, Savannah
Contact Executive Programs: (706) 425-3054
www.terry.uga.edu/exec_ed/banking/

12  **14th Annual Southeastern Bank Management and Directors Conference**
The Gwinnett Center, Duluth
Contact Executive Programs: (706) 425-3054
www.terry.uga.edu/exec_ed/banking/

27  **Terry Leadership Speaker Series**
Speaker: Bo Means (BBA 1971), Partner, Means Brothers LLC.
10:00 a.m. Location TBD. Free.

April 10  **Terry Leadership Speaker Series**
Speaker: John Jackson (BBA 1976), President and CEO, Bank of Atlanta
10:00 a.m. Location TBD. Free.

19-21  **Trucking Profitability Strategies**
The Georgia Center for Continuing Education, Athens, Georgia
Contact Executive Programs: (706) 425-3280.

25  **Alumni Awards and Gala**
Reservations required.
Intercontinental Buckhead, Atlanta.
Contact Alumni Relations: (706)542-0397.
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The Terry College of Business has formed a new senior-level committee of volunteers to advise the dean on the strategic direction of the college, to help foster corporate relations, and to lead initiatives for the good of the college.

The Terry Dean’s Advisory Council is composed of 25 members, but that’s not a fixed number, says Dean Robert Sumichrast. In forming the council, Sumichrast says he targeted business leaders who were enthusiastic about giving their time and expertise, in addition to their financial support, to promote the goals of the college.

“We’ve also made an effort to recruit TDAC members who are widely dispersed across the country,” he adds, “so that we expand the reputation of the college and capture a more complete picture of the business climate throughout the nation in the council’s deliberations.”

Taylor Glover (BBA ’73) is chairing TDAC in its first year. Glover is the president and CEO of Turner Enterprises Inc. in Atlanta, a former Merrill Lynch executive, and past member and chair of the college’s Board of Overseers.

“I commend Dean Sumichrast for seeking out an Advisory Council to help him develop the strategic goals for the Terry College and then deliver on those initiatives,” says Glover. “Members are passionate about the Terry College and the University of Georgia, and we look forward to helping Dean Sumichrast realize our goals.”

The council has formed two task forces. The first is a Strategic Task Force, which will assess the college’s current strengths and advise the college on long-term business trends that may affect the curriculum and, more generally, the college. The second is a Facilities Task Force, which will assist with all aspects of developing a plan to replace Terry’s current facilities.

Sumichrast says the council will serve a complementary role to the college’s two other volunteer boards — the Alumni Board of Directors and the Young Alumni Board.

“The majority of Dean’s Advisory Council members are alumni, but there’s a place for non-alumni as well,” says Sumichrast. “Many business leaders understand the importance of supporting UGA and the Terry College. We want to be able to accept help from these leaders and their organizations.

“I envision that TDAC will be asked to provide advice on strategic issues, while the Alumni Board is more likely to get directly involved in alumni programs, ensuring the continuing success of big events like our Alumni Awards and Gala and the Terry Third Thursday speaker series. And in many cases, the Young Alumni Board will function as a junior partner to the Alumni Board, helping them host events like the gala, as well as addressing the interests of recent graduates with their own programs.”

For a full list of TDAC members, see p. 67, or go to www.terry.uga.edu/tdac.
U.S. News ranks undergrad program in top 30 for 10th consecutive year

Terry’s undergraduate program is ranked 30th overall and 18th among public business schools, according to the 2009 edition of U.S. News & World Report’s annual ranking of the “Best Business Programs.” This year’s ranking marks the 10th consecutive year Terry has been ranked in the top 30. Of the more than 2,000 U.S. business schools, fewer than 500 have achieved full accreditation and are eligible to be ranked by U.S. News.

Among the dozen “business specialties” ranked this year by U.S. News, Terry appears in four of them.

- Risk Management and Insurance maintained its No. 2 ranking nationally.
- Real Estate repeated its No. 3 ranking from last year.
- Management Information Systems broke into the top 10 and is now ranked No. 9 in the country — a rapid rise of seven spots in the past two years.
- J.M. Tull School of Accounting is ranked No. 18.

“This is another affirmation of the high quality of the undergraduate program and the Terry College overall,” says Dean Robert Sumichrast. “It’s now time for Terry to expand from these areas of strengths, like risk management and real estate, and advance across an even broader front of program improvement. When we adopt our new strategic plan later this year, we’ll be in a better position to pursue our vision of national prominence.”

The magazine’s business school ranking is based wholly on a peer survey. U.S. News surveyed deans and senior faculty at each undergraduate business program accredited by AACSB-International. They were asked to rate the quality of all programs they are familiar with on a scale of 1 (marginal) to 5 (distinguished); 38 percent of those surveyed responded.

— David Dodson (ABJ ’89)

Accounting team reaches finals of national KPMG competition

Competing against 26 of the top accounting schools in the country, a team of Terry accounting majors made it all the way to the five-team finals of the KPMG National Audit Case Competition in New York City this April.

The competition consisted of student teams being asked to complete a series of audit tasks and use a Web-based application to simulate a series of interactions with a KPMG audit client. This year’s case involved a retailer of manufactured homes.

Teams selected as finalists traveled to New York to present their audit findings and answer questions posed by a panel of judges that included academics, audit committee members, and KPMG partners.

Chosen by the accounting faculty and advised by professor Michael Bamber, the Terry team included Ryan Friday, Lauren Pavia, Katie Morris, and Suraj Amarnani, who recently accepted a job with KPMG and will join the firm following his graduation this spring.

Other accounting teams reaching the final round were Bentley College, UC-Santa Barbara, Illinois, and Virginia. UVA, which won the competition, and UGA were the only institutions to repeat as finalists from last year’s competition.

“My presentation and public speaking skills benefited enormously,” says Friday of the competitive experience. “Since we were strictly prohibited from seeking outside help, Suraj took on the role of mentor and filled it superbly.”

Amarnani found the realism of the competition good preparation for the full-time position he’ll assume with KPMG. “Presenting to an audit committee especially made me feel more confident about this aspect of the job,” he says.

Friday says the competition encouraged him about the career path he’s chosen. “It really has gotten me excited for my future accounting studies at UGA and hopefully a career in the field. I believe I’ll look back on my undergraduate years and see this competition as a defining experience.”

— Matt Waidman (AB ’96)
Selig Center: UGA has $2.1B impact on Athens’ economy

UGA pumped at least $2.1 billion into the Athens-area economy in FY07, according to a study by Terry’s Selig Center for Economic Growth that measures the economic impact of the 35 institutions in the University System.

According to the study, UGA spent nearly $572 million in salaries and $315 million in operating expenses during the fiscal year. UGA’s 33,405 students spent nearly $414 million, bringing the direct economic impact to $1.3 billion. For every dollar of initial spending, another 59 cents is generated for the local economy through subsequent spending, bringing UGA’s total impact on the Athens-area to $2.1 billion.

“There’s a huge benefit that comes from UGA being in Athens — even for people who don’t work or study here,” says Jeff Humphreys, director of economic forecasting for the Selig Center. “There are actually more jobs that owe their existence to the university off-campus than on-campus.”

UGA directly employed 8,700 people in FY07. Spending by the university and its faculty, staff, and students created an additional 10,200 jobs, bringing the total number of university-related jobs to nearly 19,000. Put another way, says Humphreys, each on-campus job created 1.2 jobs off-campus.

The findings are part of a larger study that the Selig Center conducted for the Intellectual Capital Partnership Program. The study found that the 35 institutions of the University System had a direct impact of $1 billion on the state. UGA’s $2.1 billion economic impact accounts for 19 percent of that figure, making it the single largest contributor to the system’s statewide impact.

The study underestimates the true extent of UGA’s economic impact, says Humphreys, because it doesn’t take into account spending by UGA retirees, consulting and investment income from UGA employees — and, most notably, spending by people who visit Athens because of the university.

“The main limitation of the study is what’s not included,” says Humphreys, “but we wanted to use data that all 35 institutions could provide so that we could get a true apples-to-apples comparison.”

The Selig Center report comes on the heels of a May report by the Atlanta Regional Council for Higher Education that found that the Atlanta metro area (including Athens) led the nation in higher education enrollment growth. The study found that enrollment increased by 62 percent — from nearly 109,000 to 176,000 from 1989-2005, the last year for which figures are available. The Atlanta area was one of five metro areas with more than $1 billion in research expenditures.

— Sam Fahmy (BS ’97)

To view the Selig Center report, go to: www.icapp.org/pubs/ug_impact_fy2007.pdf
China teaches MBAs the art of negotiation

One after another, 29 Terry MBA students presented their pre-trip research on China — and the news was anything but sunny. Pollution. An energy crisis. Censorship. Human rights issues. By the end of class, the idea of traveling to China for an eight-day study abroad program was enough to depress finance department head Annette Poulsen. But upon their arrival, it wasn’t difficult for the Terry contingent to see beyond the grim headlines and enjoy a trip that gave them a far more humanistic and invaluable perspective of modern-day China, and of business in the Far East.

Poulsen, who, with legal studies professor Peter Shedd, accompanied the 18 evening and 11 full-time MBA students to Beijing and Shanghai for an on-site tour of six companies last spring, says the experience was eye-opening.

“When you get over there, you see that those problems are there, but it’s not like they are ignoring them,” says Poulsen, explaining that the Terry group couldn’t visit Tiananmen Square because the People’s Congress was in session discussing the same issues and concerns that her students presented in class prior to the trip. “There are real issues that we also struggle with in the United States. We came in ready to condemn a lot of what was going on, but instead we recognized the problems as something that this vibrant and growing economy is dealing with as part of its growth.”

The Terry contingent coupled an ambitious itinerary of business presentations and on-site tours with sightseeing trips to Beijing and Shanghai, the Forbidden City, the Great Wall, and the Shanghai Circus. The Terry team visited multinational corporations PricewaterhouseCoopers, Cisco Systems, and Phillips Investment Resources; learned about the Chinese legal system at the British law firm of Allen & Overy; and toured the Chinese-owned, New Summit Biopharma.

“It was great to hear about [what] took place in order to do business in China. The multinational corporations that we visited seemed like your normal company that you would find anywhere else,” says Adrienne Hudson (MBA ’08), a consultant for Capgemini’s BIM group in Atlanta.

According to Peter Shedd, on-site visits weren’t the only learning experience students received on conducting business abroad. “I teach negotiation classes and every time we walked outside the building students were having negotiation experiences,” says Shedd, who shared examples ranging from students buying goods from street vendors to a few students traveling to Beijing two days early at the arrangement of a friend to have custom suits made. “To watch them negotiate with the tailor about the fabric and the cut was a fascinating process.”

Poulsen and Shedd explained that even a simple ride on a Beijing subway or city bus in Shanghai underscored the important differences between the two cultures. These intangible lessons will aid students in understanding how to succeed in today’s global economy.

“The students were taking full advantage of the wide breadth of experiences. We were learning every moment — and it’s something you cannot teach in a classroom,” says Shedd. “You don’t get the sense of it without going. The educational value of it, in my opinion, is beyond question.”

— Matt Waldman (AB ’96)
Terry student receives study abroad grant from Phi Kappa Phi

Sarah Alongi, a double major in marketing and public relations, was one of three UGA students who received a 2008 Study Abroad Grant from the Phi Kappa Phi honor society. Alongi recently completed a Maymester program in Tanzania that was sponsored by Terry’s Institute for Leadership Advancement. She studied the country’s developing economy firsthand by visiting businesses and meeting with government officials and university administrators in several cities.

“I am thrilled to be the recipient of this grant,” says Alongi. “I feel extremely fortunate to have the opportunity to travel to Tanzania to study global leadership and international communications.”

Alongi has participated in numerous activities that have furthered her interest in global and community service career pursuits. She has been involved with Women to the World and the Global Text Project, and she has served as co-director of AIDS Walk/Run Athens.

Phi Kappa Phi, founded in 1897, is the oldest, largest, and most selective all-discipline honor society. The Study Abroad Grant program is open to members and non-members who are pursuing study abroad opportunities related to their field of study. Fifty awards of $1,000 each are given out annually.

For more information on Phi Kappa Phi, visit http://www.phikappaphi.org. For more information on UGA’s Honors Program, visit http://www.uga.edu/honors.

Honors students participate in Washington Internship

Six of the 11 UGA Honors students who participated in the Honors in Washington Internship Program this past summer — gaining real-world experience in congressional offices, corporations, and non-profit organizations — were Terry students.

“This year’s interns were among the most qualified and motivated students that have been selected as Honors in Washington Interns,” says Don DeMaria, director of UGA’s Washington Semester Program.

The interns received $3,000 stipends, and they typically put in 40-hour work weeks for a minimum of eight weeks. The Honors Program also hosted a number of academic enrichment events throughout the summer to give participants an opportunity to network with UGA alumni living and working in the D.C. area.

Terry is well represented in Georgia’s congressional delegation, and Sen. Johnny Isakson (BBA ’66) and Jack Kingston (AB ’78) found jobs for Terry students in their offices.

Only sophomores and juniors enrolled in the Honors Program are eligible to apply for the internship program, and they must have stellar academic credentials and outstanding leadership skills.

The Terry students who participated were Anita Ashong (int'l. business/Rep. Hank Johnson); John Jennings (finance/Rep. John Barrow); Kathleen Robinson (finance/Sen. Johnny Isakson); Meghan Royal (int'l. business/Barrow); Kathleen Robinson (finance/Gov. Sonny Perdue).

For more information on the Honors in Washington Internship Program, visit: www.uga.edu/dcsemester/summer.html.
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Arthur Blank
Atlanta Falcons CEO and owner
Blank was the inaugural speaker for the Terry College’s Workforce Diversity Series at a packed University Chapel on Aug. 28. He spoke about “The Business Case for Diversity.”

“People often think of diversity from a racial standpoint or a gender standpoint. It means that, but it means going beyond that. It means you want to unlock the brains of everybody in the building. In an organization you want no walls, you want no floors. You want great ideas to come up and to be nourished from wherever they may come.”

Ken Jackson (BBA ’79, MACC ’80)
CFO, Shaw Industries Group Inc.
Shaw is the world’s largest carpet manufacturer and a subsidiary of Berkshire Hathaway, which is led by famed investor Warren Buffett. At July’s Terry Third Thursday breakfast speaker series in Buckhead, Jackson described what Buffett told him should be management’s mindset, regardless of whether the economic cycle is moving up or down.

“He said, ‘I want you to manage this business as if it were the only asset your family will ever own and you’re going to have to own it for the rest of your life.’ I can tell you that is empowering and rare….When he gives you that kind of guidance, it allows you to do things the right way.”

Sonny Seiler (BBA ’56, JD ’57)
Owner of UGA’s bulldog mascots
At August’s Terry Third Thursday — shortly before Uga VII made his debut at Georgia’s first home football game — Seiler repeated the story of how Georgia’s bulldog mascot got his distinctive moniker.

“My classmate, Billy Young, and I were having coffee in the old co-op right after we got the dog. He said, ‘Seiler, if I had that dog I’d name him Ugh-uh.’ I said, ‘What is Ugh-uh?’ He said, ‘You know, U-G-A. University of Georgia.’ I said, ‘Billy, that’s about the smartest thing I’ve ever heard you say.’ So that’s how Uga got his name.”
Consumer spending in tough economic times

By Joanna Carabello

In today’s troubled U.S. economy, individuals and families face difficult decisions in order to make ends meet. For some, the answer is merely to trim non-essential spending habits, such as eating out at restaurants. For others, it may be necessary to cut back on essential items, like prescription medicine. Predicting how consumer spending will respond to economic pressures is of vital importance to government officials and public policy analysts, and a research article co-authored by Terry marketing professor Rex Du outlines a new model for understanding how consumers pick and choose where to spend their money.

“These days, budget constraints are even more rigid because the credit market has tightened and people can’t borrow to cover higher costs,” says Du, whose research article, “Where Did All That Money Go: Understanding How Consumers Allocate Their Consumption Budget,” will appear in the November issue of the Journal of Marketing. “Energy and health care costs have increased so dramatically that the question becomes, ‘Where do people cut?’”

Finding that answer should be easier with the help of Du’s model.

“Public policy makers need this tool to predict how different tax levies and tax rebates will affect individual households,” says Du. “For researchers and business analysts who are concerned about the trajectory of a whole industry, this is relevant because now they can combine this model with predicted demographic changes.”

Du and Duke marketing professor Wagner Kamakura created their computational model by analyzing the spending patterns of 66,000 households across 31 different consumer categories from 1982-2003. Their research takes components of the economy — income, demographics, and consumer prices — and combines them to create an economic model that can predict future outcomes.

The model examines the difficult tradeoffs consumers sometimes have to make in tough economics times, such as forgoing medical care to pay the heating bill. It also shows that marketers need to look beyond their product categories to get the full view of their competition. The article cites a recent study that showed a decline in candy sales among teens was the result of young consumers choosing to spend their money on text messaging rather than sweets.

To illustrate how their model works, Du and Kamakura applied it to three hypothetical scenarios — a spike in fuel prices, a $500 tax rebate, and lower prescription drug costs. When they began working on the paper, they didn’t know just how prescient the first two scenarios would prove to be.

“When we first proposed a 50 percent increase in fuel prices, one of the (journal) reviewers said that was unrealistic. Obviously that’s not the case anymore,” says Du, who was recently honored by the Marketing Science Institute as a 2009 Young Scholar.

Faced with a spike in fuel costs, consumers reduced their spending on motor and home heating fuels as well as their spending on education, health care, charities, personal care, and home furnishings, according to the model. How much they cut back was related to overall wealth. The poorest households cut energy use 43 percent after the price spike; the richest one-fifth of households reduced their energy use by 20 percent. After fuel spending, the next-largest budget cut for the poorest households was for prescription drugs, which dropped 27 percent. The most significant changes in the richest households were 31 percent spending cuts on both education and jewelry-watches.

When consumers enjoy even a small windfall, such as a $500 tax rebate, the model suggests they are just as choosy about where to spend it. For all households, the largest portion of the extra money would be spent on food at home, so grocery stores likely received the biggest boost from the federal tax stimulus checks distributed earlier this year. For poor households, one out of every five rebate dollars would be spent on food, followed by extra spending on health insurance, electricity, and recreation. In rich households, spending priorities for the extra money, after groceries, were recreation, eating out, and apparel.

This model gives researchers the ability to do counterfactual analysis, such as looking at how consumer spending might have been different from 1982-2003 if prescription drugs had followed the average inflation rate of about 91 percent for that period rather than the 262 percent that the prices actual increased. The model shows that consumers could have saved an average of 37 percent on their prescription drug spending — money that would likely have been spent on such things as extra insurance, household services, dining out, alcohol, and tobacco.

“After going through all of the literature, what was missing was a tool to allow consumer spending to be examined at a very granular level,” says Du. “This model gives researchers the flexibility to drill it down.”
SAT writing portion: Better predictor of success

By Sam Fahmy (BS ’97)

Two Terry economics professors and an undergraduate researcher have completed the first independent, academic study of the redesigned SAT college entrance exam, and their findings indicate that the new writing portion is a much better predictor of academic success than the verbal and math portions.

The researchers analyzed data from more than 4,500 test takers and, unlike a recent study published by the group that administers the test, they accounted for several key factors that strongly influence success in college — including the level of parental education and the quality of the high school the student attended.

The writing section of the test was introduced in March 2005, and the lack of data on its effectiveness has led nearly half of the nation’s colleges and universities to disregard the scores. David Mustard, who co-authored the study with economics department head Christopher Cornwell and student Jessica Van Parys, says the research team’s findings suggest that schools shouldn’t ignore SAT writing scores.

“Schools that don’t use the writing portion are forgoing an opportunity to choose students who will score higher GPAs, take more hours, be less likely to withdraw from classes and more likely to do well in an array of different variables,” says Mustard. “They’re throwing out information that will help them choose a more qualified class.”

The researchers found that with each 100-point increase in SAT writing scores, first-year students:
- Earn GPAs that are, on average, .07 points higher.
- Earn .18 points higher in freshman English classes.
- Earn .54 more credit hours.

The SAT verbal (now known as the critical-reading section) was also a significant predictor of collegiate success, but not nearly as powerful as the writing section. With each 100-point increase on the SATV, students earned freshman GPAs that were .03 points higher, less than one half the .07 increase for the SATW.

Cornwell says the significance of SATV scores diminishes when the writing score is taken into account.

“Statistically speaking,” he says, “the verbal section doesn’t add much predictive value beyond the writing section.”

Still, the researchers say it is too soon to eliminate the verbal portion of the test. “The writing section could be a better measure of academic ability than the verbal,” says Van Parys [see related story on p. 47], “but another explanation is that it’s so new that students haven’t yet learned to game the test.”

High school GPA is still a much stronger predictor of collegiate success than any individual or combined sections of the SAT, but the researchers say the test is clearly useful in differentiating between students who have similar or equivalent GPAs. They examined data from incoming UGA students in 2006, when the first cohort of students to take the redesigned test enrolled. They believe their results will likely apply to other large, selective public universities.

The UGA study comes on the heels of one conducted by The College Board, which administers the SAT. That study used a larger sample, says Mustard, but it only took into account broad institutional characteristics such as size and selectivity and whether the college or university was public or private. The College Board study looked only at the predictive value of SAT scores with regard to one variable — freshman GPA — while the UGA study looked at other variables in addition to freshman GPA, including grades in freshman English and math, hours enrolled and earned, and the probability that a student will lose the HOPE scholarship. The researchers found that the predictive effect of the SATW is higher than the SATV in all of the outcomes, excluding those related to mathematics.

The UGA study also controlled for personal variables, such as the number of AP classes taken in high school and the level of parental education. These controls are critical, the researchers note, because they have a significant influence on collegiate success. Controlling for the student’s high school — taking into account the quality of the school, community demographics, and the effects of peers — increases the explanatory power of their model by 50 percent.

“There are so many variables that influence success in college that simply correlating SAT scores with first-year GPAs doesn’t tell you much about the predictive value of the test,” says Mustard. “By holding constant a range of factors, we were essentially able to take a person who has the same family characteristics, education, high school GPA, race, ethnicity, and gender and then see how well variations in SAT scores predict success in college. Despite what critics might say, the test scores really do matter.”

UGA admissions director Nancy McDuff is intrigued by the Terry research team’s findings. “Most universities like UGA have to wait to see if adding writing assists in predictability — and it takes a few years to build a strong database of classes and cohorts,” says McDuff. “We are now looking at the second class to have taken the SAT writing exam. The early results look positive to using writing as one of many admissions factors, but we will have to review this over the next several years to learn more. I am hearing from colleagues that they are reviewing their limited information and will likely move to begin using writing over the next few years.”
1-2 Maymester trip to China (1) Terry visitors to the Great Wall included (from left) MIS instructor Dennis Calbos, Eli O’Quinn, Kendall Connell, Josh Tarica, Brandon Smith, Jordan Spivack, and Collin Chung. (2) Participants in a tea ceremony at the Beijing Gengxian Tea Company included (from left) Terry student Robyn Gamsey, a local performer, and student Josh Tarica.

3 Sonny Seiler at Piedmont Driving Club event Young Atlanta-area alumni got the inside scoop on UGA VII at a Piedmont Driving Club reception prior to the new mascot’s first game at Sanford Stadium. (from left) The event was hosted by Buck Willey (MBA ’92, JD ’92), who is shown here with UGA’s owners, Cecelia and Sonny Seiler (BBA ’56, JD ’57), and Richard Courts IV (BBA ’95).

4 Student exchange program with Peking University Administrators from the Guanghua School of Management visited the Terry College to discuss a student exchange program with Terry finance department head Annette Poulsen and Dean Robert Sumichrast. The visiting administrators were (far left) Janet Wang, (second from right) Xinzhong Xu, and (far right) Shujun Mo.

5 Frances Wood Wilson Scholarship Luncheon Attendees included (from left) Mary Virginia Terry, Terry Wingfield (BBA ’51), foundation president Blitch Ann Byrd, foundation vice chairman Jack Edmunds, and Dean Robert Sumichrast.

6 License plate loyalty! (from left) Andrew and Matthew Guest leave no doubt where their allegiances lie. The big-boy Mustang belongs to their granddad, Terry Alumni Board member Larry Webb (BBA ’69, MBA ’70), CFO of Athens Regional Health Services. The boys’ mother is Courtney Webb Guest (BBA ’95).

7 Management program PhDs at Honors Day (from left) Ted Waldron, Ryan Vogel, Frankie Weinberg, Kanu Priya, and Laura Stanley.

8 Tom Cousins draws SRO crowd Atlanta developer Tom Cousins (BBA ’52) discussed his real estate career at the spring Leadership Speaker Series.

9 MBA Reunion 2008 Current MBA students who profited from networking with Terry MBA grads included Maxime Jones, Kathryn Moore, and J.R. Hill.

10 Trucking Profitability Strategies Conference Terry’s Executive Programs staff took time out from their duties at this annual conference to pose for a photo: (from left) Elizabeth Kirby, Amy Moon, Maggie Pollock, Courtney Anderson, Christina Allen, and Elizabeth Bohler.

11 Evans talks sports at TTT (from left) Athletic Director Damon Evans (BBA ’92, MEd ’94), shown with Professor Emeritus J. Don Edwards, spoke at Terry Third Thursday in April. A recent survey ranked UGA’s athletic department No. 1 in the country in net profit. Asked how he runs such a successful operation, Evans said, “It wasn’t rocket science. Terry taught me.”

12-13 Young alumni reception in New York (12) Craftbar was buzzing at a June reception for NYC alumni, including (from left) IMG producer Kerri Waggoner (BBA ’01) and Vivian Pepper (BBA ’02), a Bank of New York Mellon wholesaler. (13) To be heard above the din, Dean Sumichrast climbed a tabletop and gave a brief Terry update. At right is Ron Cheeley (BBA ’73), senior VP for global human resources at the Schering-Plough Corp.

14 Golub gift (from left) Maryann and Joseph Golub (BBA ’63) got a surprise gift from their son, Tom Golub (BBA ’80), who had Terry development officer Penny Morrison-Ross help him deliver the news that he had established the Joseph M. Golub Fund in honor of his father. The $500,000 fund will support faculty research in the Risk Management and Insurance program.

15 Terry Travels Legal studies prof Dawn Bennett-Alexander accompanied Terry undergrads to Budapest, Prague, and Krakow. This photo was taken at the Wawel Royal Castle in Krakow.

16 Terry in new Gwinnett Campus Legal studies prof Bob Boehmer, who also serves as associate provost for institutional effectiveness, welcomes visitors to UGA’s new Gwinnett campus (2530 Sever Rd., Lawrenceville, just off I-85 at the Old Peachtree Road exit), where Terry offers Evening MBA and Master’s of Internet Technology programs.

17 UGA VII makes his debut It was a long, hot day for UGA VII, but his Sanford Stadium debut was a huge success. Here, he and owner Sonny Seiler (BBA ’56, JD ’57) cool off while listening to Coach Richt’s post-game victory speech to the team.
Frank Brumley (BBA ’62) learned the coastal development business from the inimitable Charles Fraser (BBA ’50), creator of Sea Pines. With Amelia Island, Wild Dunes, and Kiawah Island on his resume, Brumley has now turned his attention to Daniel Island.

Frank Brumley’s not a Texan, by a stretch. He’s more comfortable in a hunting cap than a 10-gallon hat. Instead of snakeskin boots, you’re likely to find him wading through thickets in leather snake-leggings. Still, a phrase from Texas best defines Brumley’s secret to success: Howdy, podnuh!

“You get a lot of good things done when you have like-minded, ethical people pulling on the same rope,” says Brumley, winner of a 2008 Terry College of Business Distinguished Alumni Award [see story on p. 36]. “I like to think that picking partners is one of my specialties.”

Plenty of partners have pulled a rope with Frank Brumley. He’s fired the dreams and balanced the interests of bankers, realtors, planners, contractors, politicians, environmentalists, civic groups, churches, educators, administrators, restaurateurs, other developers — any and everybody it takes, in fact, to build and foster successful communities.

In his 35-year career as a development executive, Brumley and various partners have assembled ventures in some of America’s most famous and most successful planned communities, taking them from

by charles mcnair

photo by william struhs
Brumley has now turned his attention to the development of Daniel Island, just across the Cooper River from Charleston, S.C., on land purchased in 1997 from the Guggenheim family of New York. (Yes, those Guggenheims.) As chairman/CEO of the Daniel Island Company, Brumley and his newest partners, including a sharp protégé with a Columbia M.B.A. named Matt Sloan, oversee a bona fide Texas-sized vision — a 4,000-acre island town with 20 miles of waterfront. When complete, Daniel Island will be home to 7,000 residences and 18,000 people, two designer golf courses, 2.3 million square feet of office and commercial space — and hundreds of acres of protected natural areas.

You won’t catch Frank Brumley bragging about any of these achievements, of course. Like many rural bred Southerners, he is not a bragging man. In fact, it seems the more he’s accomplished, the more humble he’s grown.

“Frank shies away from recognition,” says Kitty Robinson, executive director of the Historic Charleston Foundation, where Brumley, a former president of the foundation, is a trustee and a long-time champion of preservation efforts. “It’s part of his persona. He just feels it should naturally be done, and he doesn’t seek credit.”

Humble or not, a lot of people see Brumley forever wearing a conspicuous 10-gallon hat. A white hat.

See, Frank’s considered one of the good guys, a developer who has shown great sensitivity as he built communities, preserved history, conserved natural areas and, generally, gave back to Georgia and the South the good fortune he’s been blessed to receive.

small town boy, big ideas

Brumley reminisces at a table in his corporate offices on the second floor of the NBSC Bank Building at the main crossroads of Daniel Island’s commercial center. It seems a fitting location for a man who started out his career after UGA as a small-town banker, way back in 1963. He’s bursting with energy for a man with a resume 45 years long, talking without a break for three hours, exhaustively pulling names and details from memory. At lunch, he outwalked his visitor to his automobile, despite a leg brace he’s worn since he “popped a quad tendon” and endured two surgeries after a fall. As Brumley drives, storytelling all the while, he’s prone to suddenly stab a hands-free phone button on his rear-view mirror, bark “Office” in his south-Georgia accent, and leave a git-‘er-done message with Joyce Bradford, his administrative assistant of 20 years. He can be nostalgic, remembering the long-ago and long-changed coastal town where he grew up.

“St. Mary’s was a Huck Finn life,” he says. “You knew everybody, and everybody knew you. There’s a Trident submarine base down there now, with more people living on the base than in the whole county when I was growing up.”

Brumley’s granddaddy grew up on Maryland’s eastern shore, where he made a living as a truck farmer. That gene clearly passed to Frank . . . only he likes to grow communities instead of cabbages.

The Brumleys moved to Florida in 1902 to take advantage of cheaper dirt, warmer winters, and fresher orange juice. Brumley’s father grew up in central Florida, then went off to World War II. He came home in one piece, and took a job with Gilman Paper Company in St. Mary’s as a lab chemist. By the time he retired, he ran the paper mill, even pulling a hitch in New York City to close out a brilliant career as an executive.

Frank and his siblings, including older brother George and sister Martha (BSHE ’59), had their run of the coastal waterways, and of the timberlands and woods owned by the mill. The outdoors gave the Brumley kids their requisite southern hunting and fishing skills, along with a love of firearms. After graduation from Camden High School in 1958, Frank enrolled at, brace yourself, Georgia Tech. But St. Mary’s hadn’t prepared him for engineering.

“I’d never even seen a set of drawing instruments,” he recalls. “I was taking remedial everything.”

He toughed it out two years before transferring to UGA in 1960. There he plunged into a business curriculum, finding it a better fit. He pledged Sigma Alpha Epsilon, finding lifelong friends in the fraternity in people like former Synovus CEO James Blanchard (BBA ’63, LLB ’65). Brumley today serves on the Synovus board.

“Frank’s been successful because he’s very bright,” says Blanchard. “That’s the first thing you notice about him. He’s well read, well traveled, very sophisticated, actually. But even more, he’s a great person. He has great empathy for you, and he’s a great listener. There’s nothing showy or self-centered about him.”

- Jimmy Blanchard (BBA63, LLB ’65), former Synovus CEO
people person. He has great empathy for you, and he’s a great listener. There’s nothing showy or self-centered about him.”

It’s likely that Brumley tried to show off once or twice for a pretty girl from Thomasville, Ga., named Blanche Cauthen. Whatever he did to catch her attention, it worked. Frank and Blanche have been married 46 years now, their vows blessed by three children and eight grandchildren.

Frank is gallant enough to immediately point out that Blanche is the first — and finest — partner he ever picked.

“There’s deep red Georgia blood in Blanche,” says Brumley, tracing her family line back generations. (In a strange twist of happenstance, Blanche’s great-great grandfather built a personal residence in Athens in 1842. That home later became the SAE fraternity house where Brumley pledged.)

When Blanche graduated in 1963, the couple returned to St. Mary’s. For six years, Frank made a respectable living at St. Mary’s State Bank. He got into real estate and a little insurance too, with his father and a brother-in-law. Things looked promising as a family partnership, and Brumley could have lived and died as a good citizen of this little coastal Mayberry.

Then one day a man walked into the bank and made Frank Brumley an offer that changed everything.

fraser’s siren song
To use a popular phrase from 1969, Charles Fraser (see sidebar at right) really had it going on. A persuasive and brilliant Terry grad (BBA ’50) and Yale-educated lawyer, Fraser’s bank visit and a subsequent introduction to his innovative development at Sea Pines on Hilton Head left Brumley starstruck.

Fraser’s vision of a newly created community “built into” the coastal environment, not superimposed on it, was unique for the time. It had so many elements that attracted Brumley. Sheer scale, for example: At the time, Sea Pines was the largest island development ever undertaken by a company on the East Coast — on a piece of land larger than the island of Manhattan. It had aesthetics; fastidious land studies and architectural planning led to houses and buildings that organically fit the natural fabric of Hilton Head. The concept was as revolutionary as Seaside, the world-famous neotraditional community that rose up in the Florida Panhandle 20 years later.

But of all the alluring elements on Hilton Head, the most singular was this: Sea Pines Corporation had Fraser — a man you simply couldn’t turn down.

Frank Brumley tried.

Fraser was asking him to be the point man on Sea Pines’s next high-profile development — 3,000 acres on lovely old Cumberland Island, just a short boat ride from St. Mary’s. Brumley knew this part of the world; he had a reputation for honesty and creativity. Fraser wanted him, and no one else.

charles fraser:
Patriarch of Planned Coastal Living

“If Hilton Head Island had its own currency, Charles Fraser’s picture would be on it.”

Timothy Guldera of the Savannah Morning News wrote this tribute to Fraser (BBA ’50), who died in 2002 in a boat explosion in the Caribbean. Today, his legacy is pervasive in the world of coastal development. His vision of “contractual community,” where restrictive covenants control design and growth and blend development into natural settings, can be found from Maine to California.

In 1955, two years out of Yale law school, Fraser talked his father, a timber magnate, into selling him 4,500 acres of a barely populated Hilton Head Island. By 1956, the two men had the state building a bridge to the island, and, in 1957, Fraser started the Sea Pines Company.

Initially, Fraser operated from a ratty trailer amidst sweltering marshland. But with a determination that became legendary, he combined the key style elements of California Modern, Japanese, and Frank Lloyd Wright. End result: The Hilton Head Style of Architecture. Fraser broke the mold on ocean-front property design, positioning rows of lots on “T-roads” at right angles to the ocean, instead of facing it. He drew up a European-style town center with pedestrian paths, not paved streets.

Harbour Town Lighthouse, the first built on the East Coast in 70 years, earned a nickname: Fraser’s Folly. Undeterred, he went on insisting that people and beauty come ahead of profits. Once, to save a single oak tree, he spent a half million dollars to redesign a man-made harbor. He mixed living spaces so different generations could be coaxed to live together. He was among the first developers to marry golf and real estate.

Fraser never hesitated in pursuing his vision, and he lived long enough to see Sea Pines transform the image and economy of coastal Georgia, South Carolina, and Florida. Subsequent developments wrought by Brumley, who was one of his prize pupils, are a testimony to the ferocious energy, persistence, and ingenuity of this Hinesville, Ga., native.

Fraser once summed up his development philosophy in an interview with Southern Living: “I felt you could be economically successful developing this beach either way, ugly or beautiful,” he said. “There’s no law of economics that says ugliness pays. I selected beauty and set out to make it work economically.”

By any standard, Charles Fraser did a truly beautiful job. ■

— Charles McNair
Brumley played a prominent role in the creation of an Amelia Island community that adroitly blended human habitat and nature. He handled complex zoning issues, walked a tightrope between competing interests, spread risk among various partners, and oversaw the construction of the island’s first homes and a Pete Dye golf course.

“I talked it over with my father, and he was skeptical,” Frank recalls. “He knew I had a sure thing going at home, with the bank and the real estate.”

Bowing to his father’s judgment, Brumley told Fraser no. But the phone rang again. It was Fraser, offering, selling, convincing. If Brumley wouldn’t come on board full-time, wouldn’t he just agree to be a consultant, to work part-time on the most pressing issues at Cumberland Island?

Brumley’s father reconsidered. His son could surely get valuable experience this way, taste big-time development, earn a few financial and civic merit badges — and he could keep the secure job at the bank and the nascent family ventures. So the two Brumleys agreed to a consulting arrangement.

Fraser must have high-fived someone when Brumley said yes. The developer’s sharp hook, baited so skillfully, was already halfway down Frank Brumley’s throat.

**brumley goes island hopping**

He loved the work, of course. Really loved it. Frank Brumley took to the development business like a fish to water. He worked with Fraser as a consultant for six months, until it became evident to everyone that Brumley’s passion lay in the development business.

Brumley soon went full-time with Fraser, and made his bones with the Sea Pines Company. He learned how to network, how to politic, how to partner. The people skills that came so naturally grew refined, strategic, even more effective. In truth, they had to; the proposed Fraser development on Cumberland outraged the locals, who valued the idyllic splendor and peace of the oak-shaded place more than boatloads of money (the history of these islanders, after all, was a history of the Carnegies and Candlers). As vice president and general manager of the Cumberland Island Holding Co., Brumley had to deal with unhappy protests, face hostile media, manage deteriorating public relations. It wasn’t long before Brumley and Fraser and their partners chose to look around for some other island.

“There are some places that should never be developed,” Brumley says in hindsight. “Cumberland Island is one of those places.”

The company moved to Amelia Island, which it purchased for $4.6 million in 1970. Once again, smart planning and careful development in a natural setting proved a winning formula.

Brumley as GM played a prominent, conspicuous role in the creation of an Amelia Island community that adroitly blended human habitat and nature. He learned to handle complex zoning issues, to walk the tightrope between competing interests. He learned it was very smart to spread risk among various partners. He oversaw the island’s first homes and the construction of a Pete Dye golf course.

Next up? A problematic development at Kiawah. A group of Kuwaiti businessmen owned the island, and Fraser threw Brumley to the sheiks, as CEO of the Kiawah Island Company.

After several frustrating years of juggling the interests of foreign owners, local interest groups, and other parties with divergent agendas, Sea Pines abandoned the Kiawah venture. This was 1974, at a time Fraser was facing financial catastrophe with an ill-advised investment in Puerto Rico. He couldn’t hold onto his properties or people, and Brumley, now on his own, was hired by the Kuwaitis to manage affairs at Kiawah. Just three years later, in 1978, Brumley left after a management disagreement.

“I not only know where the skeletons are buried on Kiawah,” he laughs. “I know where the shovels are.”

He and Pat McKinney, a real-estate partner, consulted next on the successful development of the 1,000-acre Wild Dunes. Gaining confidence, Brumley then had an opportunity to enter into a partnership that bought out Kiawah from the Kuwaitis for $105 million in 1988. At the time, it was the largest real estate transaction ever made in the state of South Carolina. Brumley and his partners found a way to retire $75 million of debt in just two years, spending only $2 million along the way. Things were obviously going well. “We were welcomed back to Kiawah with open arms,” he explains.

But Frank Brumley had no way of knowing that another success would soon open arms even wider.

**the path to daniel island**

“I have been honored to serve on many boards of directors in Charleston at one time or other,” Brumley notes.

True. The list includes The Nature Conservancy of South Carolina, the Lowcountry Open Land Trust, the Civic Design Center of the City of Charleston, the Coastal Community Foundation, and a dozen others.

In networking and partnering with Charleston’s business leaders, Brumley met a businessman who knew a man on the board of directors of the Guggenheim Foundation, owners of a huge tract of land east of Charleston. The foundation was looking for development proposals for Daniel Island, part of its holdings. Daniel lay between the Cooper and Wando rivers just minutes from downtown Charleston on the far side of a newly planned interstate connector.

Brumley got some partners together and made a pitch. His group placed in the top five of 17 competitors, but lost to Olympia & York, then the world’s largest real estate development company. Still, he earned a consolation prize. The winners asked Frank to join them in a consulting role on the development.

Not long afterward, Olympia & York dumbfounded the world by declaring bankruptcy. The Guggenheim Foundation ultimately...
decided to sell Daniel Island outright, so Brumley and Matt Sloan got together with Frank’s older brother George, by now a noted neonatal physician who headed the pediatrics unit at Emory University Hospital. George, in addition to inventing life-saving techniques in childhood medical care, had prospered financially, and George’s brother-in-law, Fred Stanback, had a close friend named Warren Buffett. The Stanback family had made serious money with its famous headache powders (“Snap back … with Stanback!”), then reinvested its earnings in Buffett’s young company, Berkshire Hathaway.

So it was that the Brumley brothers and a few other investment partners began the ultimate development project of their lives, creating a community on a spoil island and marshland just over the water from Charleston. When the Brumleys bought it for just $12 million in 1997, the island was deserted except for the remains of seven truck farms.

In the fullness of his powers, Brumley now knew how to bait a hook, too. To foster the idea of community, the Brumleys donated land to churches and schools, and set aside hundreds of acres for parks. They worked out deals with Charleston to be annexed into the city, in return for police, fire, and sanitation services. They found a corporate anchor, then banks followed. They worked out deals with Charleston to be annexed into the city, in return for police, fire, and sanitation services. They found a corporate anchor, then banks followed. They brought in the Family Circle Tennis Tournament, and they built one of the finest tennis facilities in the nation. They added homes in phases, a neighborhood at a time, some million-dollar mansions, some middle-class homes, some affordable housing. They brought in partners to manage various profit centers outside their own expertise. To avoid debt, Brumley brought in the Crow family from Texas as his joint venture partners in the golf and residential segments of the island.

It’s a success story, but now one that’s bittersweet. Brumley’s brother George and 11 other members of the Brumley family lost their lives in a small-plane crash in Kenya five years ago.

“I think about them every day,” Brumley says.

That mind-numbing tragedy is the reason Brumley started his most beloved development, a small one and maybe his last, at his favorite place on earth.

Brumley calls the family cemetery on Wadmalaw Island a prayer garden. His mother and father are buried there, along with ashes from his older brother George and his family — 12 of whom died in a tragic plane crash in Kenya five years ago.

When the Brumleys bought Daniel Island for just $12 million in 1997, it was deserted except for the remains of seven truck farms. When complete, the 4,000-acre development will be home to 7,000 residences, 18,000 people, two designer golf courses, and 2.3 million square feet of office and commercial space.
TAMING the MONSTER

Terry graduates boast first-time CPA exam pass rates that are consistently among the 10 best in the nation

by MATT WALDMAN (AB ’96)
It’s a 14-hour rite of passage split into four parts. It tests knowledge, organization, and expression through its battery of questions. Those who pass each section with a minimum score of 75 percent earn the initials signifying their technical excellence like a badge of honor. It is the Certified Public Accountants licensing examination, and its difficulty is so renowned that the long-running joke among accountants is that CPA exam centers serve as their profession’s unofficial reunion place.

“I remember overhearing two people who had obviously seen each other at the exam before. It was their twelfth and thirteenth time there,” says Terry accounting professor Denny Beresford, thinking back on his angst-ridden, two and a half days in the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium as one of 1,500 accounting graduates taking the exam. “It made my heart drop, thinking that could wind up being me,” recalls the former two-term Financial Accounting Standards Board chairman and audit committee chairman of Fannie Mae’s board of directors.

Beresford passed on his first attempt, although he says there were two sections “where it could have gone either way.” Yet even by today’s standards — where calculators are permitted, the exam is computerized, and accounting grads have the option to schedule the exam’s four parts at their convenience — Beresford fared better than most aspiring CPAs. Nationally, the highest initial pass rate for the CPA exam in the last 10 years was 20 percent (2003). Compared to the bar exam’s national pass rate, which has consistently remained for the past decade between 63-67 percent (1998-2008), accountants envision lawyers exiting exam centers skipping and singing.

Which is not to imply that first-time CPA exam pass rates are a grim statistic for graduates of Terry’s J.M. Tull School of Accounting. Quite the opposite, in fact. According to the latest results published by the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy, the first-time pass rate for Terry’s accounting graduates in 2006 was an eye-popping 71.7 percent — fifth-best among any school where first-time candidates without advanced degrees took the examination (See chart on p. 27). In fact, since 1998, Terry’s first-time pass rate has been two and a half to three times higher than the national average.

What makes Terry accounting grads consistently among the top 10 in the country on the CPA exam? The explanation begins with faculty who are the complete package of researcher and instructor. Support from organizations and individuals who benefit from the program is also important, as is a unique accounting curriculum structure, and the innovative approach of professors like Linda Bamber and Dan Smith, who are revolutionizing the way accounting is taught.

One thing conspicuously absent from this equation is any semblance of strategy that teaches the CPA exam or emphasizes passing the test.

“We are proud of our CPA pass rates, but instead of teaching to the end result, we see passing it as more of a by-product of a good program,” says Ben Ayers, director of the J.M. Tull School of Accounting, who stresses that Terry doesn’t believe in teaching to the exam, much less offering CPA exam review courses within the curriculum. “The end result of completing our program should be leaving here with a strong fundamental understanding of accounting and tax rules in addition to long-term life skills of researching and learning. We have a very rigorous program that challenges students, and, as a result, helps our graduates get up to speed quickly so they are ready to be successful.”

Ayers’ personal CPA exam war story deals with pre-exam angst as a new hire at KPMG’s Atlanta office. “It was my first day at work, my cube mate had just failed all four parts of the exam and was nervous to the hilt,” says Ayers. Although he passed on the first try, Ayers recalls balancing a new job by day and studying for the exam at night as a “grueling experience.”

Even for full-time students, it’s an ultra-demanding balancing act to devote prep time to the exam. It was 1975 when Terry professor Linda Bamber stacked her fall course load so she could devote 40-50 hours per week to prepare for the CPA exam in her final semester at Wake Forest. “It never occurred to me that I would pass the entire exam the first time,” says Bamber. “All I wanted to do was get some parts completed, so next time I could take fewer parts.”

Bamber couldn’t imagine feeling more out of her element when she entered Winston-Salem’s convention center in her “lucky exam clothes” and saw 500-600 others seated at row upon row of large wooden tables — and, even on test day, most were dressed for success. “I was wearing a pair of jeans, a funky-looking top, and my hair was in pigtails with red ribbons,” Bamber recalls. “I show up looking like I’m in junior high, and there are all of these people in suits . . . I was so intimidated, thinking, What am I doing here?”

Nervous because she finished the exam 45 minutes early, Bamber was even more surprised later when she learned she had nailed all four parts of the exam, scoring in the top one and a
Linda Bamber creates a customized course supplement for cost accounting students. Currently 272 pages long, it’s crammed full of business press articles, case studies, and writing assignments — and she’s been updating it for 20 years.

“I want my students to have the same experience I had — to be in the CPA exam and think, this is a piece of cake compared to what I did at school!” says Linda Bamber. “I want them to be surprised and delighted by the idea that school prepared them so well.”

Bamber draws upon her CPA exam experience to prepare her students for the eventual transition from college to a client service industry. Because the demands of the corporate world can wreak havoc on studying, Bamber gives long-form, evening exams in her Cost Accounting 5100 course to simulate the testing environment of the CPA exam.

“I want my students to have the same experience I had — to be in the CPA exam and think, This is a piece of cake compared to what I did at school!” says Bamber. “I want them to be surprised and delighted by the idea that school prepared them so well.”

From her desk drawer Bamber pulls out a thick, red packet that she creates for students in her cost accounting class.

“I have handouts for every chapter that explain why you should be interested in the topic, what is important to get out of the chapter, and helpful hints,” says Bamber. This customized course supplement is currently 272 pages long, and it’s crammed full of business press articles, problems more difficult than the textbook offers, plus case studies and writing assignments. “I have to coordinate this with the syllabus, library materials, and my class web site.”

Updating this material has become one of Bamber’s summertime rituals for the past 20 years, but it is this type of instructional planning that is necessary to remain current with accounting practices. The field is so quick to evolve with continual rule changes — making it difficult, if not impossible, for the textbook industry to keep up. Bamber credits the School of Accounting Excellence Fund for making a significant impact on students through its support of faculty.

“The proportion of state funds is dwindling rapidly at universities nationally. We’re asked to take more students with less faculty. And to do that you’ve got to have better faculty,” explains Bamber, who says the excellence fund is supported by public accounting firms, corporate contributions, alumni, and even some accounting professors themselves. Besides giving scholarships to students, Ben Ayers has used the fund to attract and retain top faculty.

“Ben Ayers does a great job of making sure that people who excel as teachers are appreciated for that function — and that’s really unique,” says Bamber, who emphasizes that the Tull School valued the importance of quality instruction long before teaching became a higher priority to accounting programs around the country.

“We have a long track record of caring about it from the beginning, so it’s not lip service,” says Bamber. “We’ve been able to hire really good, young faculty because it’s a good research institution, as well as a good teaching environment. If we didn’t have the support from the accounting firms, corporate employers, and alumni, Terry would not command the attention of up-and-coming professors in demand around the country.”

Take new hire Andy Call, for example. He teaches Intermediate Accounting II, part of a sequence of three intermediate courses that form the backbone of the curriculum. Call covers material that makes up the biggest portion of the CPA exam — and, according to Ayers and Bamber, his first-year teaching evaluations were among the highest they have ever seen.

Call is a big fan of the way Terry’s accounting program divides intermediate material into three semester-long courses, which he says is unique.

“It really spreads out the syllabus, so professors can go into greater depth and give real-world insights about the topic,” says Call, who believes the end result is that students retain the material better and longer. Which is vitally important, given that students typically take the CPA exam two years after they initially took the courses.

“Whenever you’re studying for the CPA exam, you’re going to be re-learning a lot of stuff,” says Call. “If you’re actually re-learning something you learned once, that’s a better situation than learning something that you kind of remember seeing, but never really knew the first time. It makes a world of difference, and I think the nature of spreading it out across three semester courses really helps. I haven’t heard of another school that does it this way.”

Ayers, Bamber, and Call all
Terry doesn’t believe in teaching to the exam, much less offering CPA exam review courses within the curriculum.

credit colleague Dan Smith for jump-starting new hires and for passing on this unique delivery method to students. “I give a lot of credit to Dan,” says Call, who spent part of his first semester on campus as an observer in Smith’s class. He took notes, consulted with Smith on a daily basis, and felt enriched by the experience. “Dan has a way of presenting the material to the students that is intuitive, easy to remember, and is correct.”

Smith’s method is a welcome departure from tradition.

“Eighty percent of the people across the country who teach intermediate accounting do so as the memorization of a bunch of unrelated rules . . . whereas, Dan teaches it from a theoretical perspective,” says Bamber, who credits Smith’s technique with teaching students how an accounting rule was created through real-life cases brought to the Financial Accounting Standards Board.

“If you can remember who won the battle, you can remember the accounting,” says Bamber. “That is nowhere in any textbook.”

Smith provides students with a textbook, so they do have hypothetical problems to solve. But he estimates that probably 95 percent of what he teaches is a reflection of real-world scenarios that he has adapted into what and how he teaches.

“I’ve won a few teaching awards, but whatever I learned about teaching I learned from Dan,” says Bamber, who recently was honored with an MBA teaching award for the accounting program. “Whenever I have an issue, I still come to him. I attribute a large part of our success on the CPA exam to the way he teaches the intermediate classes.”

Isabel Wang (PhD ‘05), who posted stellar evaluation scores as an instructor at Michigan State, wishes Smith would collect his teaching notes into a little book.

“My teaching evaluations have been about an average of 1.4 or 1.5 (1 being the highest possible score on a scale of 1-5) in the past three years that I taught,” she says, “and I owe a lot of it to Dan’s effort in teaching me to be a better teacher.”

For his part, Smith says he “discovered early on that students get disenchanted if you just tell them to go do something. I try to get students to understand more about the accounting standards we have to work our way through. What was going on that made this come to pass? Why was it important? And what does the FASB say we...
ultimately have to do about it?”

Smith, who is approaching his 18th year at Terry, spent his first 20 years as an instructor at the University of Florida, where he worked with Jerry Salamon, former editor of *The Accounting Review*, which is one of the preeminent academic journals in the field. Salamon had already established himself as one of the best researchers in financial accounting, but he wouldn’t commit to teaching his primary area of expertise until Smith agreed to tutor him on his methods of class instruction.

“When I made this switch, I made it after I got an agreement from Dan to help me — and he was incredibly good,” says Salamon. “I bet we spent two or three hours on the phone on some of the more difficult topics. I taught a long time and I never won any teaching awards until I started teaching from Dan’s notes and examples. And then I won them fairly regularly when I started teaching this way.”

Smith says the tutoring sessions with Salamon epitomize the shortcomings of strictly teaching by the book.

“If you have a guy this distinguished — and he’s reading the book and he can’t make it work — then you begin to understand that you’ve got to do something else for students to make it bearable for them,” says Smith. “If Jerry can’t do it, how in the world can you expect even a very bright undergraduate student to begin to get their arms around it without some help?”

Kelly Newman (BBA ‘07, MAcc ‘07), a tax staff accountant with Porter, Keadle, Moore, says that financial accounting is the most difficult section of the CPA exam. But Smith’s classes were so thorough that she and her classmates thought their class notes were better study tools than the Gleim or Becker review courses.

Kelly Newman (BBA ‘07, MAcc ‘07), a tax staff accountant with Porter, Keadle, Moore, says that Prof. Dan Smith’s classes were so thorough that she and her classmates thought their class notes were better study tools than the Gleim or Becker review courses.

do well on the CPA exam, Smith stresses the accounting program’s rigor.

“There are a number of faculty who take that approach to education here and push the kids very hard, because we want them to be successful,” says Smith, who echoes Ayers’ sentiments about Terry not teaching to the exam. “We take passing the CPA exam to be a foregone conclusion — and a by-product of what we’re trying to do.

“One thing that’s true about accounting — especially at a place like the University of Georgia, where the vast majority of our graduates goes to work in Atlanta — is that we’re going to get feedback from partners over there. One of the interesting things about being an accounting professor is you have a more direct feedback loop than most faculty at the university. When my students are in a firm’s start group of 55-60 people in Atlanta, I don’t care where those other people came from. The things we do with the Terry students — their understanding of what accounting is, and having some perspective on whether it is good or bad — will make them better than others in their group. When the partners get around to ranking the Terry kids at the end of the first year, I don’t want to be responsible in any way for them being ranked anywhere but at the top of their class.”

First-time pass rates were not available in 2004. In 2005, the national average for first-time pass rates, as a percentage of all participants taking all four parts of the exam, was not released.
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Piloting the state’s chief economic engine

Savannah has the fastest-growing port in the nation — and it may be the best managed, thanks in part to GPA Chairman Steve Green (BBA ‘71)

By Krista Reese (MA ‘80)

Photos by Harry Middleton)
just a short drive from Savannah’s elegant historic district, if you take Bay Street past the old, ornate Cotton Exchange Building, the gold-domed city hall, and that cobblestoned St. Patrick’s Day standby, River Street. There, the little bars, restaurants, and specialty shops bear witness to a daily parade of container ships from around the world chugging up the Savannah River to dock at the Port of Savannah’s Garden City Terminal. These ships are so immense that they loom above the city’s skyline, and seem to barely fit under the graceful span of the Talmadge Bridge, despite its 185 feet of clearance.

Savannah’s historic district is renowned for its beauty, charm, and graciousness — as well as a good bit of guile and the love of a good party. But just a short trek from the city’s lacy wrought-iron gates, lushly landscaped squares, and bubbling fountains lies Savannah’s port — as powerful, massive, and bustling as its squares are demure, quiet, and leisurely. The Port of Savannah is the fastest-growing port in the nation.

And yet, the city’s ornate homes, its *Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil* history, and even resident Food Network star Paula Deen are all better known around the country — and in their own state — than the port, which is perhaps the state’s single biggest economic engine.

“It’s pretty much taken for granted,” says Savannah Area Chamber of Commerce President Bill Hubbard. “It’s viewed as a Savannah asset rather than a state asset,” seconds Chamber VP Trip Tollison.

The Port of Savannah is one of four in the state, all operated by the Georgia Ports Authority, which was established in 1945. The GPA’s 13-person board of directors is appointed by the governor and its task is to establish the vision for Georgia’s maritime trade and chart the long-term course for both the authority and the shipping industry in collaboration with a multitude of stakeholders who are affected by the four ports.

At the helm is GPA Chairman Steve Green (BBA ’71), who oversees what, in these tough economic times, is an extraordinary success story. The Port of Savannah’s rapid growth currently ranks it No. 4 in the nation [see sidebar on p. 33], and one major distributor recently told *Time* magazine that he expects Savannah to overtake No. 3 New York/New Jersey “within the next decade.”

Jeff Humphreys (AB ’82, PhD ’88), chief economic forecaster for Terry’s Selig Center for Economic Growth and the author of a study of the port’s economic impact, states unequivocally, “It’s the best-managed port in the country.”

Which is where Green’s leadership comes into play.

“He’s the kind of guy who comes up with these out-there ideas, and you think he’s kidding,” says Hubbard. “And then he does them . . . and they’re great.”

For example, during Green’s first term as chairman of the Savannah Chamber, he launched a discussion among local business leaders on repositioning the tourism market, focusing on a visitor demographic interested in art and culture, toward high-end, affluent consumers. As part of that initiative, he arranged a group tour of Santa Fe, N.M., where boutique hotels and gourmet restaurants keep traffic manageable and income high.

Green pioneered a similar outreach program for the GPA to develop broad-based Congressional support for the Savannah Harbor Expansion Program, which proposes deepening the shipping channel to 48 feet by 2014. This depth will allow the largest cargo vessels, called Super Post Panamax ships, to call on the Port of Savannah, keeping it competitive as the shipping industry shifts

We had to show people in Congress that the Savannah port is local to them. It may not be in their district, or their state, but they’ve got 5,000 workers dependent on it. That makes it of vital interest to their constituents.

— Steve Green, chairman of the board, Georgia Ports Authority

The Port of Savannah currently ranks No. 4 in the nation and a major distributor recently told *Time* magazine that he expects Savannah to overtake No. 3 New York/Newark “within the next decade.”
Under Green’s leadership, the GPA board has created a $1.4 billion capital improvement plan. Coupled with the proposed deepening of the Savannah River channel to 48 feet, the plan will ready the Savannah port for a new generation of Super Post Panamax container ships bearing the cargo equivalent of what 5,800 semi tracker-trailers or 570 Boeing 747s could haul.

Georgia Ports by the Numbers
The Georgia Ports Authority oversees the Port of Savannah’s Garden City and Ocean City Terminals, as well as Brunswick Harbor’s Colonel’s Island Terminal and smaller facilities in Bainbridge and Columbus.

The Savannah Port is the fastest-growing port in the country, far outpacing every other port’s growth for the last five years. It is the nation’s No. 4 container port, behind Los Angeles, Long Beach and New York/New Jersey.

According to the most recent available figures, for fiscal 2008 (ending June 30), the port of Savannah’s exports broke records, exceeding 1 million 20-foot containers. Brunswick also shattered records, with the Colonel’s Island Terminal handling more than 1.6 million tons, a 29.4 percent increase over the previous year.

Georgia’s geography is another important component of the port’s success: The major interstate arteries of I-95 and I-16 allow direct access for trucking imports to 80 percent of the American population in the eastern U.S. Major railroads (CSX, Norfolk Southern) also operate at the port, allowing more direct shipments of goods.

Perhaps the Savannah port’s most distinctive aspect is the fact that once these enormous ships are unloaded, they don’t leave empty-handed. Georgia maintains an enviable balance of trade, currently exporting slightly more products than it imports — a unique status among the nation’s ports. The state’s top exports to the rest of the world — kaolin, wood pulp, fabrics, poultry, paper — usually leave from a ship docked at a Georgia port. They travel to Europe and, via the Panama Canal, to Asia; through the Suez Canal, they reach India and the Middle East.

With an eye to the future, the GPA board crafted its 2015 Plan, a $1.4 billion capital improvement strategy, to assure that, along with the channel deepening of Savannah, Georgia’s port facilities will continue to keep pace with change in the shipping industry.

The Port of Savannah figured prominently in studies prepared for the 25th annual Georgia Economic Outlook meeting of more than 1,000 executives in December 2007, where Terry College Dean Robert Sumichrast joined Gov. Sonny Perdue and David Wyss, chief econo-
The value Steve brings to the table is getting all the various stakeholders to agree, and to insure the process is as transparent as it possibly can be.

— Curtis Folz, COO Georgia Ports Authority

According to Jeff Humphreys, director of Terry’s Selig Center for Economic Growth, the Georgia ports are an economic powerhouse for the state. Based on fiscal year 2006 figures, released in a March 2007 report, the ports’ economic impact is as follows:

- $5.8 billion in sales, representing 8 percent of Georgia’s total sales.
- $2.4 billion in gross state product, or 6 percent of Georgia’s total.
- $1.4 billion in income, or 5 percent of Georgia’s total personal income.
- $3.5 billion in federal taxes.
- $1.6 billion in state taxes.
- $1.2 billion in local taxes.
- 286,476 full- and part-time jobs, or 7 percent of Georgia’s total employment.

The Georgia ports are an economic powerhouse for the state.
tisan politics to forge coalitions for the common good. Shay also attributes the GPA’s success in part to the fact that “it’s run as an enterprise, not a bureaucratic program.”

First Chatham Chairman Arnold Tenenbaum cites Green’s unselﬁshness, with Green suggesting Tenenbaum for board chair when he might have been in line for the position himself. “He’s a caring and sympathetic person, loyal and supportive,” says Tenenbaum. “He’s got a soft underside, with a strong sense of humanity. But he’s also complex — he can be strong, determined, forthright. You can’t run over him.”

“He’s more than a cheerleader,” says Marchand. “He wants to be intimately involved.”

Former U.S. Sen. Mack Mattingly lauds Green’s apparently effortless ability to merge the personal and professional: “Steve brings a lot to the table,” says Mattingly. “Sometimes the good guys really do ﬁnish ﬁrst.”

Green describes his UGA career with typical self-effacement: “I did graduate,” he says, “but I didn’t rush into it.”

Even as a student, he found a way to make unorthodox methods pay oﬀ. To avoid the fall registration agonies of early wake-ups and long lines, Green signed up for whatever sections were available, often ending up with undesirable ﬁrst period classes. He would later seek out instructors of sections held during more appealing time slots, unfailingly persuading them to add him to their course rosters. Ironically, one of the former student deans who had observed his registration end run later enlisted him to become registrar at Brenau. “I didn’t have to pay him much,” says Green with a grin, recalling his ﬁrst job out of school.

Beneath his warm and breezy exterior, another story emerges, one tinged with near-tragedy and shaped by raw experience at a young age. While Green was working at Brenau in the early ’70s, his father was shot in the course of a botched robbery at the family’s Savannah ofﬁce. Then in his 60s, the elder Green turned over much of the day-to-day business operations to son Steve, still in his 20s.Over time, he became head of the family business and, eventually, the family. His parents remain, by far, his strongest inﬂuences; years after their passing, he still refers to them oﬀ.

“I had so much love and support . . . I had parents who never talked at me, but with me,” says Green. “I had peers who worked for their parents who never had any authority. Initially, I ran the sales force. Dad never second-guessed me. We had a great relationship, but one day, we had a disagreement — nothing serious, we just didn’t see eye to eye. When we ﬁnally talked about it, he told me, ‘I don’t expect that we’ll always agree. You’re going to think like a 25-year-old man. I think like a 65-year-old man. I’d be even more surprised if we always agreed.’ He allowed me to be my own man. It was an extraordinarily generous thing to do.”

Rock-solid self-conﬁdence built from those experiences has allowed Green to venture just about anywhere he wants to go. He once contemplated running for Congress, with the enthusiastic support of many inﬂuential friends, but at the last moment he withdrew his name, citing family reasons. Trip Tollison thinks Green should run for state oﬃce or Congress, but Green frowns at the public scrutiny that political life has come to require. “I just don’t think my medical records and ﬁnancial statements are anyone else’s business,” he says.

Green’s devotion to the public good is the hallmark of his tenure as GPA chairman.

“The value Steve brings to the table is getting all the various stakeholders to agree,” says the GPA’s COO Curtis Folz, “and to insure the process is as transparent as it possibly can be.”

The key to being a success, says Green, is maintaining balance. “You’re not there to oversee day-to-day operations. Managers might do things diﬀerently from the way you’d do them. You have to allow them leeway to do their jobs. You have to look at their results, not their process. We have to ask, ‘Are we being fair about how we award projects? Are there enough women and minorities? Are salaries where they should be?’ We can’t say, ‘You need to pay so-and-so X dollars.’ But at a board level, we can set ranges based on a variety of criteria.”

Green’s political savvy came in handy during the recent visit of Commerce Secretary Gutierrez, who must be persuaded that deepening the port is crucial to its continued economic vitality.

Over a lunch of fried chicken, green beans, and Georgia peach cobbler, Green engaged Gutierrez in a conversation about his native Cuba and how the future cabinet member emigrated to the U.S. at age 6. But Green also drove home some key points about the ports having a direct eﬀect on both the state’s and the country’s economy. Before he left, Gutierrez promised to put in a good word about the channel-deepening project to his fellow cabinet members.

Lobbying an emissary of the president is an example of what Green means when he says, “We [the board] are the nexus where day-to-day policy and long-term strategy connect.”

Asked how he’d like to be remembered — community leader, consensus builder, businessman, politico? — Green answers, characteristically, with a favorite quote, paraphrased from Einstein: “Seek to be a man of value,” he says, “not success.”
When the inaugural Alumni Awards and Gala was held in May 2007, the Terry College wasn’t sure it would be an annual event. But 560 alumni and friends showed up at the Westin Buckhead that night, and they had a rousing good time - thanks in part to the efforts of Gov. Sonny Perdue, who worked the auction floor as though he were prying votes out of delegates at a political convention.

Except for that, Perdue was looking for people to write a $15,000 check to spend a day with UGA football coach Mark Richt. Or a $10,500 check to have lunch with the Guv at the Capitol. As you might imagine, the state’s chief executive found those check-writers and many others. When the bookkeeping was done, the Alumni Board had raised $300,000 for the Terry College.

“The inaugural event was a success,” says Alumni Director Jill Walton, “that we added a band to the 2008 event so people could continue having fun until midnight.”

The 2008 event was more enjoyable, more memorable — and, more importantly, a staple on the Terry College’s annual calendar.

Attendance for the 2008 event again topped 500, and, despite spending more to put on the event in order to enhance the experience for attendees, the college still netted $215,000.

A date has already been set for the 2009 Alumni Awards and Gala — April 25 at the InterContinental Buckhead hotel in Atlanta — and it promises to be another alumni event to remember.

“We don’t have anything like it for alumni in Charlotte, i can tell you that!” says Andy Barksdale (BBA ’89, MBA ’93), moderator of the event who is a senior vice president at UVEST Financial Services in Charlotte. “It’s a black tie affair; everyone you went to school with is there — and in just two years we have established the Alumni Awards and Gala as the place to be on that Saturday night in Atlanta.”

2008 Alumni Awards and Gala raises $300,000 for the Terry College.

Mark your calendar for April 25, 2009, because these Terry-filled evenings just keep getting better.

by Kent Hannon
It’s also an occasion for Terry to recognize alumni and friends of the college who are difference-makers in the truest sense. The Terry College is proud to be associated with them, and it was evident from what Hill Feinberg, Mary Virginia Terry, Frank Brumley, and Michael Barry said in accepting their awards that they have great love for the Terry College.

Distinguished Alumni Award winner Hill Feinberg (BBA ’69) has the perspective of someone who grew up in Columbus, Ga., but who now lives in Dallas, Texas, where he is chairman and CEO of First Southwest Co. Recently, Feinberg established a faculty support fund that will make it possible for Terry finance professors to attend national and international conferences. The Feinberg Family Support Fund will also expose Terry students to financial markets through speakers and site visits.

Working with Terry faculty and staff to set up the fund, Feinberg was reminded what a “diamond in the rough” the Terry College is.

“And we really need to leverage that,” said Feinberg in accepting his award. “It’s not about being the biggest . . . it’s about being the best.”

One of the people most responsible for the rising national stature of the Terry College is Mary Virginia Terry, who, along with her late husband, C. Herman Terry, made a landmark $6 million gift that funded five faculty chairs, established merit scholarships, and provided fellowships for faculty research. In October 1991, the college was named in honor of the Terrys, whose financial support had a transforming effect on the Terry College that is still felt today.

“Do you have about half an hour . . . I have a long speech!” said Mrs. Terry in accepting the Dean’s Distinguished Service Award. She was kidding, of course. “Thank you from the bottom of my heart,” is all she said before blowing a kiss to the audience.

Brumley (BBA ’62) has built a legendary career as the CEO and partner of several major coastal developments, including Amelia Island Plantation, near Jacksonville, Fla., as well as Wild Dunes and Kiawah Island, near Charleston, S.C. He is currently chairman and CEO of the Daniel Island Co., a 4,000-acre island town with 20 miles of waterfront near Charleston. [See cover story on p. 18.]

Brumley credits part of his success to the business education he received at Terry — and also to his mentor and fellow Terry alumnus, the late Charles Fraser (BBA ’50), who pioneered coastal development in the southeast by creating the Sea Pines development at Hilton Head Island, S.C. Brumley introduced numerous family members from the podium as he accepted his Distinguished Alumni Award.

In accepting his Outstanding Young Alumni Award, Atlanta attorney J. Michael Barry Jr. (BBA ’93, JD ’96, EMBA ’05) paid tribute to both the undergraduate education he received and to Terry’s Executive MBA program for “producing and delivering an outstanding intellectual challenge and opportunity, a terrific leadership development program, and an overall experience that is second to none.”

“It’s a great time to be a Terry alum,” said Barry, referring to the capital campaign that’s about to begin for a proposed Terry complex near the corner of Baxter and Lumpkin streets. “I’m excited, as I know all of you are, to see where the college goes in the coming years — not only for our current students, but for our alumni, our programs, and our state.”
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD

FRANK W. BRUMLEY (BBA ’62)
Home: Charleston, S.C.
Occupation: Chairman and CEO, Daniel Island Co.
Career highlights: CEO and partner of several major coastal resort developments, including Amelia Island Plantation, Wild Dunes, and Kiawah Island. Since 1997, he has been the chairman/CEO of the Daniel Island Co., a 4,000-acre planned community near Charleston. Zoned for 7,000 single-family homes and more than 2 million square feet of commercial space, the island town has 20 miles of waterfront. Brumley had served as a development advisor to the Daniel Island Development Co. in the early 1990s. The Brumley family purchased the Daniel Island assets from the Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation in 1997. Today, the ownership and management team is in the process of implementing the town’s master plan, which won the Urban Land Institute’s Award for Excellence in creative land use and planning. A finance major at Terry, Brumley spent seven years as a commercial banker before beginning his real estate development career at Sea Pines Resort on Hilton Head Island, where he worked for Charles E. Fraser (BBA ’50).

Business affiliations: Board of directors of Columbus, Ga.-based Synovus Financial, National Bank of South Carolina.
Civic involvement: Terry Dean’s Advisory Council, state trustee of the Nature Conservancy, trustee and past president of the Historic Charleston Foundation. Board of directors of the Lowcountry Open Land Trust, Charleston Civic Design Center, and Coastal Community Foundation.
Personal: Grew up in St. Mary’s, Ga., where his father was a paper mill executive. Brumley and his wife, Blanche Cauthen Brumley (BSEd ’63), have three children — Jane, Leigh and Kate (BSEd ’91) — and eight grandchildren.

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD

HILL FEINBERG (BBA ’69)
Home: Dallas, Texas
Occupation: Chairman and CEO, First Southwest Co.
Career highlights: First Southwest is a privately held investment banking firm that established its prominence in the public finance arena, most notably for its work in the 1970s developing the financial plan that made the Alaska pipeline a reality. The firm has financed sports arenas, airports, toll roads, and secondary schools. Under Feinberg’s leadership since 1991, First Southwest has continued to expand its investment banking expertise to include debt, equity and clearing services. It has become the second largest financial advisor to municipal governments in the country. The company’s client list includes Houston’s Toyota Center, Minute Maid Park, and Reliant Stadium, plus the American Airlines Center in Dallas. First Southwest’s client list also includes SMU, Texas A&M, Texas Tech, UT-Austin, and the University of Alabama, as well as the Dallas-Fort Worth Airport, the cities of Atlanta, Dallas, and Memphis, the Orlando-Orange County Expressway and Miami International Airport, and both the City of Anchorage and the State of Alaska. Before joining First Southwest, Feinberg was a senior managing director at Bear Stearns & Co. and a vice president and manager of Salomon Brothers in the Dallas office.

Business affiliations: Past chairman of Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board, where he led a review of the use of derivatives in the municipal market, encouraged timelier disclosure policies related to municipal securities, and initiated a review of Rule G-37 involving restrictions for dealers on contributions to political candidates. Feinberg also serves on boards of Compass Banchares, Energy XXI Ltd., and Greater Dallas Chamber.
Civic involvement: Terry Dean’s Advisory Council, chairman of board of directors of the Phoenix Houses of Texas and of the MBM Foundation, which is the governing board of the partnership between Menninger Clinic and Baylor College of Medicine. Board member of Cardiopulmonary Research Science and Technology Institute, St. Mark’s School of Texas, and board of visitors of UT Southwestern Health System.
Personal: A standout football player at Columbus (Ga.) High School, Feinberg spent a year in Vietnam as an officer in a combat unit of the Army Corps of Engineers. He and his wife Renee have two sons, Steven and Max.
OUTSTANDING YOUNG ALUMNI AWARD

R. MICHAEL BARRY JR.  (BBA ’93, JD ’96, EMBA ’05)

Home: Atlanta, Ga.

Occupation: Partner, Epstein, Becker & Green P.C.

Career highlights: Barry is a member of his firm’s practices in health care and corporate and securities law. He represents clients in joint ventures, private securities offerings, and other complex business transactions, including health care regulatory guidance. In 2005 and 2006, he was named a Georgia “Rising Star,” a distinction awarded to less than 2.5 percent of young attorneys practicing in the state. He also was a participant in the 2005 class of Leadership Georgia. Prior to joining EBG’s law practice in 1998, Barry was a tax consultant for two years with Arthur Andersen. While at Andersen, he also served on the firm’s staff leadership committee and was active in recruiting for the firm.

Business affiliations: Member of the Georgia Bar, American Bar Association, and American Health Lawyers.

Civic involvement: Member of Peachtree Presbyterian Church and the Piedmont Park Conservancy, in addition to serving as president of his homeowners’ association. Served as president of Sigma Nu fraternity as an undergraduate and remains active as an alumni leader, serving as a chapter advisor and vice president of the house corporation. He is involved in ongoing discussions with the university regarding development of the proposed River Road fraternity park.

Personal: Barry grew up in St. Simons, Ga., his younger sister Patricia Barry (BBA ’97) is a Terry alum, and he loves to travel. He’s already visited China, Central America, and Europe. One of his favorite hobbies is scuba diving.

DEAN’S DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

MARY VIRGINIA TERRY

Home: Jacksonville, Fla.

Service to Terry: Benefactor Mary Virginia Terry and her late husband, insurance executive C. Herman Terry, have a long record of support for UGA and the Terry College of Business — which has borne their name since 1990, when the couple gave the business school $6 million. At the time, it was the largest individual gift in university history. That gift and others that have followed have made a dramatic difference in the overall quality and capabilities of the Terry College — funding faculty chairs, scholarships, summer research support, and facility upgrades to Terry’s Executive Education Center in Atlanta. The couple also made gifts to support other faculty chairs at UGA, and they have supported the university’s general scholarship fund. Mrs. Terry endowed a faculty chair in UGA’s College of Pharmacy in honor of her husband’s father, who was a pharmacist. She also gave the university $300,000 to support research and treatment of asthma and other respiratory illnesses, which were contributing factors to her husband’s death in 1998.

Civic involvement: Mrs. Terry has long been a major supporter of education, children’s charities, and the arts. She has been a trustee of Jacksonville University and served on the boards of the Wolfson Children’s Hospital, the Children’s Home Society, the Salvation Army, the Sulzbacher Center for the Homeless, and the Jacksonville Symphony. In 2002, she received the Blue Key Service Award from the UGA chapter of Blue Key National Honor Society.

Personal: Mrs. Terry grew up in the small southern town of Quitman, Ga. Married in the 1940s, she continues to display the passion for civic and philanthropic involvement that she shared with her late husband, who passed away in 1998.
Directed by the Terry College of Business, the Georgia Economic Outlook series annually draws thousands of influential business and governmental leaders to ten luncheons around the state. The kickoff luncheon in Atlanta, featuring former presidential candidate Steve Forbes, Gov. Sonny Perdue, and a forecast by Dean Robert Sumichrast, costs $80 per person or $640 for a table of eight. Go online or call (706) 425-3051 for more information about the entire series.

CORPORATE SPONSORS

MEDIA SPONSORS

- Georgia Black Chamber of Commerce
- Georgia Chamber of Commerce
- Georgia Department of Economic Development
- Georgia Economic Developers Association
- Georgia Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
- Atlanta Convention & Visitors Bureau
- Metro Atlanta Chamber of Commerce

The University of Georgia
Terry College of Business
Selig Center for Economic Growth
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When Kevin Killips took on the nation’s best collegiate salesmen, he was coached by a seasoned pro from the corporate sector — marketing professor Kevin Ellis  

*By Matt Waldman (AB ’96)*
t was only two and a half minutes, but it felt like an eternity to Kevin Killips. Like 103 other students from 53 schools in the same competitive situation, the Terry marketing major had only 20 minutes to pitch his product. But six minutes into his presentation, the buyer got up and briefly left the room.

As Killips sat there with a camera trained on him from the corner of the office, only one thing came to mind:

Don’t look stupid.

Killips knew that the sudden exit and subsequent return of his would-be buyer was a curve ball thrown at him by the judges. But unbeknownst to him, a National Collegiate Sales Competition audience of 500 was watching his reaction to this scenario on closed circuit TV — and they were both amused and impressed with his composure. Many of these judges and professional recruiters paid upwards of $25,000 to see some of the best marketing students in the country sell NetSuite’s software management tool in elaborate role-playing sessions.

Thanks to the counsel of Terry marketing professor Kevin Ellis, who prepped his students for the rigors of the NCSC through hours of practice — the Terry College senior laughed all the way to the bank. He walked out of Kennesaw State University that night with a $1500 suit, a new laptop computer, and — for coming within decimal points of winning the whole thing — a third-place check for $1000.

“Kevin is intense. He is results oriented. He’s a competitor who is involved in every aspect of his life,” says Ellis, who admires Killips for his performance not only in class, but also as a member of both the LEAD program and UGA’s prestigious Arch Society, a select group of 36 students who serve as goodwill ambassadors for the university.

Ellis knows a thing or two about competition himself; the New Jersey native’s Brooks Hall office is home to a pair of steer horns — a memento of his days as a professional bull rider.

“The rodeo came in the late 1940s to early 50s. It was something I wanted to do. So I sent my money to Pauls Valley, Oklahoma, and next thing you know I got a permit,” says Ellis, who understands that a New Jersey native riding bulls professionally seems odd. But he loved it from the get-go. “I paid my money and went down there and bought my stuff. I rode home on a subway with a bull rope and a bareback rig.”

Being a subway cowboy is just one of many colorful tales that Ellis weaves together with the case he exhibited when breaking the ice with a client during his high-profile career as a brand manager. Before that, Ellis worked on a New York City construction crew pouring concrete on the floor of the J.C. Penny Building — the same locale where he would later accept his first corporate job with Shell Oil. Ellis also held high-level positions with Volkswagen and Porsche-Audi at the height of those companies’ popularity. He dodged gunfire as an E&J Gallo executive during the Chavez boycotts in Chicago. He had successful tours of duty with Avon and M&M Mars. And during his days in the beer business, he developed a relationship with the legendary Chicago White Sox owner and promoter extraordinaire Bill Veeck.

“Kevin Ellis has done everything from serving in the military to being a professional bull rider to helping establish one of the

Ellis (left) stresses action-based learning in the classroom, and a Terry sales tournament helped prepare Killips (right) for the rigors of the National Collegiate Sales Competition. He placed third at NCSC, winning $1,000, a laptop computer — and a $1500 business suit.
The National Collegiate Sales Competition pitted 103 people from 53 schools against each other in high-pressure, one-on-one sales situations. The judges threw Killips a curve by having his would-be sales target get up and briefly leave the room in the middle of his sales pitch. A closed-circuit TV audience of 500 eavesdropped on the proceedings and was impressed with Killips’ composure.

“A lot of our students walk into assignments pretty blind. They could be doing anything from passing out programs to leading around guests of the president or the provost,” says T.W. Cauthen, assistant director for the Center for Leadership and Service and advisor to the Arch Society. “We worked the Carter conference and that was a huge example of being flexible and doing anything that was needed at the drop of the hat. (Students) really have to be composed and on point with handling situations and being flexible.”

Killips acquired a good bit of his confidence, composure, and ambition long before arriving in Athens.

“I had to stick up for myself amongst an older crowd,” says Killips. The youngest of four siblings, he and his brothers Brian and Aaron were all self-described gym rats and the playing field was their babysitter — the natural result of having a former college basketball coach and athletic director for a father.

Killips’ family encouraged him to be smart and independent.

“My parents took the stance that they would help me out when needed, but that I would provide for myself in college,” says Killips, a HOPE scholarship recipient, who originally wanted to follow in his father’s footsteps and forge a career in athletics. But he noticed how well his sister and brother in-law were doing in media sales, so he got involved in a side venture of theirs called Ad Mobile that employs tri-fold billboard technology. Killips was soon making sales to bring Ad Mobile to UGA home football games.

After Ad Mobile, Killips took an insurance sales internship with Northwestern Mutual Life. He enjoyed the experience enough to switch to a sales-oriented track in the Terry College’s marketing department. It was in Ellis’ class that he gained additional sales experience and practice.

“The actual lessons and slides
from his classroom are great, and he requires you to give three presentations with a group during the semester. And for the professional sales class we did role plays,” says Killips, who participated in NCSC at Ellis’ urging. “He says, ‘You can learn about it all you want, but until you have to sit down in front of other people and partake in it, you’ll never really know what it’s like.’”

When Ellis put together Terry’s original five-man NCSC team, Killips wasn’t on the roster.

“Kevin was really good, but he was not the person who won our Terry competition,” says Ellis. “He was in our top seven, but the first two people who won had jobs.”

Killips, who was next on the list, was someone Ellis was happy to offer a shot at competing.

“He’s one person that you can see the intensity in him — the desire, the fire.”

The NCSC tournament is a playoff system. In the first round, the 103 contestants are assigned to rooms. The top two performers in each room advance to the quarterfinals, but Killips did not close the sale within the time limit and placed third in the opening round, sending him to the wild card elimination round.

“From that point on, you had to win your room in order to advance,” explains Killips. “I did not take the easiest route to the championship round to say the least.”

But it was exactly what Killips needed for his competitive juices to kick in.

“I knew we had him then,” says Ellis with a certain amount of relish. “He was ready to listen . . . there’s nothing like getting bounced on your head to open up your ears! I knew he didn’t make it through the quarterfinals the first time was a tremendous motivational factor for him.”

Killips rebounded from near-elimination with consecutive wins in the wild card and quarterfinals, but the semifinals offered him a more complex scenario with only 45 minutes to prepare. Ellis advised Killips to illustrate his understanding of the company’s unique business model with a customized flow chart, and Killips credits Ellis’ recommendation as the key to him advancing to the championship round.

“This put a lot of chips in my hand, enabling me to ask the buyer questions I already knew the answer to — a huge plus in a successful sales call,” Killips explains. “With most of my bases covered, none of the objections caught me off guard. There’s no question that Professor Ellis’ suggestion to present the flowchart helped me win that round and advance to the finals. It was something he recommended that I wouldn’t have done otherwise, and it set me apart from the other competitors.”

Ellis is quick to point out that simply participating in NCSC is a win-win situation.

“Talk about a target-rich environment. Imagine being 22 and walking in for an entire weekend with nothing but companies that want to hire you,” says Ellis. “You’re in a very exclusive club for a weekend. By showing up, you’ve already won.”

Killips was already ahead of the game, having accepted an offer as an account executive with The Hartford prior to the competition. As he wraps up his six-month training period at the company’s Atlanta offices, he can’t wait to become a full-fledged Hartford sales associate.

“The investment they are making in our development is encouraging. However, it didn’t take long for me to start itching to get out there and actually perform!” says Killips. “Thanks to my experience in Professor Ellis’ class, my previous sales internships, and my experience at NCSC, I’m confident I’m well ahead of the learning curve when it comes to training for consultative sales.”

The helping hand Killips got from Terry was etched firmly in his mind when he graduated in May.

“God willing . . . I make some money,” he says, “and I want to establish a small scholarship some day. It doesn’t have to be in my name, but just to have that opportunity when I had a tough time paying for college . . . I think it will be important for me to give back to Terry.”

Ellis held high-level marketing positions with Volkswagen and Porsche-Audi, and dodged gunfire as an E&J Gallo executive during the Chavez boycotts in Chicago. He had tours of duty with Avon and M&M Mars, and during his days in the beer business he worked with Chicago White Sox owner and promoter extraordinaire Bill Veeck.

(from left) To approximate real-world situations, Ellis’ classroom technique includes using role-playing scenarios to sharpen his students’ sales skills. Killips (shown with University System Chancellor Erroll B. Davis Jr.) developed his leadership skills as a member of UGA’s Arch Society.
Dan Cahill (MBA ’08) has led an interesting life, to say the least. And the concept of “momentum” has had a lot to do with it — from his nomadic childhood existence, to his stint as a naval officer patrolling Africa and the Persian Gulf, to his tenure at GE where he worked in a wind turbine manufacturing plant.

But if you ask Cahill about momentum as a financial theory, he will explain how he and eight of his fellow Terry MBA classmates used momentum to wring profits out of a bear market and win the 2008 Sterne, Agee & Leach Student Investment Fund Challenge.

Terry’s team of full-time MBA students was the only university contingent in the invitational competition to take the initial $50,000 brokerage account they were given to work with and show a positive return at the end of the contest period.

Cahill, who graduated in the spring and has taken a job with Citigroup in New York, served as the team’s portfolio manager. The other team members were Matt Barnett, Drew Green, Scott Hampton, Nick Keller, J.R. Hill, Bradley Martin, Bali Shah, and Ashton Windham.

“We didn’t all agree on an official strategy, but looking back on it, more often than not, we approached our investments more from a momentum standpoint than a value standpoint,” says Cahill, who notes that the value approach is most often used for long-term investments.

The Terry team felt it made more sense to use a momentum strategy based on stock trends to capitalize on the relatively short time span of the seven-month competition.

“We would concentrate on a sector or a stock that stood out and was continuing towards that upward trend,” Cahill adds. “There were a couple of sectors that were really hot over the past year: commodities and technology.”

When the challenge ended last April, the Terry team finished with a total account value of $52,820, representing a 5.64 percent return on investment. The University of Louisville finished a distant second, with a loss of 8.32 percent. The University of Mississippi, the University of Alabama, and Auburn University posted losses between 9 percent and 31 percent.

To put that 5.64 percent return into proper perspective, consider that the S&P 500 stock market index lost 10.5 percent of its value during the same period as the competition.

“It was shocking to me how much they not only beat their competition but the broad market in general,” says Terry finance professor Tyler Henry, who served as the team’s faculty advisor in addition to teaching the MBA program’s investments course last fall.

Henry says that Cahill, who also won the class portfolio management contest, was captivated by the material from the beginning.

“From day one after my first lecture, Dan showed up at my office — drawing on the board, working through it. Ironically, he won the in-class competition using some of the strategies that he came in to talk about that first day.”

Cahill, who facilitated a highly collaborative approach with the Terry team, credits both Henry’s course and classmate Nick Keller, a former options trader, for the team’s success.

“I didn’t have very much investing experience going into this,” says Cahill. “I learned a lot from class and Nick Keller.”

Keller, who is on track to receive his MBA in 2009, serves as the current president of the Terry Investment and Finance Club. He believes Cahill’s leadership style and the team’s approach is something future MBA teams should use as a model.

“What I learned from Dan was to take everyone’s suggestions seriously regardless of whether or not you agree with them,” says Keller. “Overall, we were very conservative, which was the name of the game last year when the credit crisis began gaining momentum. A lot of people were unsure of what to do — as were we — and I think the key was keeping a decent amount of cash in our portfolio until we had what we thought was a really great idea.”
Department of Economics

Fast track to research career

By Kent Hannon

Jessica Van Parys’ grad school applications will list three degrees from UGA — A.B. and M.A. in economics, B.S. in political science — and she also found time to earn a minor in math, which has come in handy in the research career she began as an undergraduate.

Here’s what Terry economics professor David Mustard said about Van Parys in recommending her for the Marshall Scholarship:

“Her class . . . was the best of nine Law and Economics classes I have taught. Jessica finished in a tight cluster of six people at the top of the 38-person class. This group also included one Marshall Scholar who is at the London School of Economics, two students at Harvard Law School, one student at the University of Chicago Law School, and a Fulbright Fellowship recipient who is now at Duke.”

Van Parys, who was a finalist for the Marshall Scholarship, credits UGA’s Center for Undergraduate Research with heightening her interest in doing academic research — and Mustard for coming up with the ideal CURO project for her.

“Chris Cornwell and I had discussed doing research on the impact of the new writing portion of the Scholastic Aptitude Test, which was introduced in 2006,” says Mustard. “I knew the SAT data was available, the study was tractable and well-defined, and it seemed like the perfect project for Jessica to collaborate on with Chris and me.”

Van Parys was entrusted with crunching the data on 4,300 freshmen who had taken the new writing portion of the SAT prior to enrolling at UGA for fall semester 2006. “The data was very raw and I had to perform a number of operations in Excel and Stata, such as converting alpha numeric data to code,” says Van Parys, who had to clean the data, define the sample, merge the information from three UGA departments — registrar, admissions, financial aid — and then generate the research paper, using regression analysis.

“Chris and I worked very closely with her,” says Mustard. “She wrote the initial draft of the research paper, we recommended a couple revisions, and Jessica ended up winning an award for the best CURO paper of the year in the social science category.”

Van Parys also received a second-place award from the UGA Library in campus-wide competition for the best undergraduate research paper of the year. She then took the paper global with a presentation at an international CURO symposium in Costa Rica, followed by a presentation at the American Education Finance Association conference in Denver. The paper is currently being considered for publication at the Economics of Education Review.

Unlike a recent study published by The College Board, which administers the SAT, the Terry research team took into consideration several key factors that strongly influence success in college — including the level of parental education and the quality of the high school the student attended. The researchers found the writing portion to be a much better predictor of academic success than either the verbal or math portions.

Van Parys crunched data on 4,300 UGA freshmen who took the new writing portion of the SAT prior to enrolling for fall ’06. The research team’s findings — that the writing portion of the SAT is a better predictor of academic success than verbal or math — could change the way admissions officers evaluate prospective students.

“If you look at our findings for the writing portion of the SAT — that for each 100-point increase in the writing score there was a .07 increase in a student’s GPA — you can see that, for example, a 300-point increase in the writing score could mean the difference between a 3.79 GPA and a perfect 4.0. That’s pretty significant,” says Parys.

The SAT verbal (now known as the critical-reading section) was also a significant predictor of collegiate success, but not nearly as powerful as the writing section. With each 100-point increase on the SATV, students earned freshman GPAs that were .03 points higher, less than one half the .07 increase for the SATW.

Van Parys thinks the Terry study — and others that are sure to follow at institutions across the country — has the potential to change the way college admissions officers look at prospective students in the future.

Van Parys isn’t sure what career path she’ll follow, but she expects to be involved in setting or remaking public policy. “Human behavior is fascinating to me,” she says. “How people make choices with regard to health, economics, and human capital — and what repercussions those choices make in the labor market — that’s my passion!”
Chloe Thompson (BBA ’06) admits she felt a bit intimidated when she found herself surrounded by Ivy League B-school grads during her internship with J.P. Morgan on Wall Street. One day, in an elevator, a trader asked her where she went to school. UGA, she replied. “What are you doing here?” the trader asked. “I heard this is where the big boys play,” said Thompson, “and I wanted to see if I could hang.”

Thompson, who delivered the student commencement address as a senior at UGA, proved she could, indeed, hang with the big boys. She was hired by J.P. Morgan, and she recently moved back to Atlanta to become an analyst with EARNEST Partners.

Thompson is one of a growing number of Leonard Leadership Scholars who have made the leap from Athens to Wall Street. A dozen Leonard Scholars had full-time jobs or internships on Wall Street firms this summer, which is a considerable feat for the six-year-old program. By helping scholars who come after them, these Wall Street Dogs are exhibiting important lessons that they learned from former Coca-Cola executive Earl Leonard (ABJ ’58, LLB ’61), who, along with his wife Bebe, donated $2 million to start the scholars program: They give back.

Compared to the Wall Street networks built up over the years by Ivy League schools, the Leonard Leadership Scholars’ network is in its infancy. But it’s growing stronger every year, and in light of the current economic crisis networking and internships will be more important than ever in landing jobs in the financial industry.

“As a rule, Wall Street firms do not recruit at UGA,” says ILA director Dale Gauthreaux. “But the Leonard Leadership Scholars network is a way to make yourself known to important people in the business world.”

Only 30 juniors make the cut each year for the two-year scholars program. Those chosen undergo an intense experience that drives them both inward and outward. The experience can be profound, says former SGA president Jamie Peper. “We had to write a paper that was 25 pages long about who we are, including our mission statement,” says Peper (BBA ’07), a former Lehman Brothers intern now working at Bain & Co. in Dallas. “It was one of the hardest papers I ever had to write.”

Much of what the scholars learn about themselves comes in team-building service projects. “The program allows people to interact and work on projects outside class,” says Navid Abghari (BBA ’05), a credit hybrids trader for J.P. Morgan Securities, who credits Terry economics professor Chris Cornwell with helping him land his job.

While in Athens, the scholars meet top executives in candid real-world information sessions. One of the perks of the program is having access to a world-class mentor like Earl Leonard.

“He’s someone I lean on for advice to this day,” says Joe Lariscy (BBA ’07), an investment banking analyst at J.P. Morgan. “We still talk every couple of months.”

Steven Otu, who had a summer internship at Morgan Stanley, met several Leonard Scholars who were already established in investment banking. “They shared their experiences and gave me tips for negotiating New York and Wall Street,” says Otu, who hopes to return to New York when he graduates in May.

One of the qualities that exemplifies Leonard Leadership Scholars is their willingness to take big risks for big rewards.

Jared Schmidt (BBA ’04), now in asset management at Goldman Sachs, sold his car and made the leap to New York without even having a place to stay. Here again, the Terry network came into play, as Schmidt ended up rooming with a fellow Leonard Scholar.

“Most Leonard Leadership Scholars are, by nature, optimistic,” says Hunter Fleetwood (BBA ’07), who made the transition from J.P. Morgan to Warner Music. “They believe things will get better.”

— Mai-Lise Nguyen (BBA ’05) assisted with this article.
Helping Asian children cope in America

By Matt Waldman (AB '96)

Adopting a child from China involves voluminous paperwork, the flexibility to travel at a moment’s notice, and having more cash in hand than most Americans feel comfortable carrying overseas. But for those parents who succeed in getting a child through the international adoption process, those challenges are merely a prelude to the long-term acclimation process that adopted children face with their new families in the U.S.

“You can’t look at my son and know immediately that he’s adopted,” says Dorothy Boothe (BS ’83, MS ’85, PhD ’91) of her domestically adopted son Luke. “Whereas, you see my daughter Christina and you know she’s an adopted child. There are issues for parents that have adopted trans-racially and trans-culturally, and you have to be aware of those things to help a child grow up and function in today’s society. We try to instill in Christina the pride that she’s from China, but she’s also an American citizen — she’s both.”

Ping Ma understands the adjustments that 8-year-old Christina Boothe is having to make in order to adapt to the differences between Asian and American culture. Unlike her American classmates, Ma grew up in Beijing. She takes classes in a second language she didn’t grow up with. And like other international students, who comprise four percent of Terry’s undergraduate enrollment, Ma has to master that second language while living and working in a new culture with customs she must absorb on the fly.

“The way you talk, the way you dress, the food you eat, even the way you make jokes . . . it’s hard to explain to people” how different American culture is from China, says Ma, a senior risk management-insurance major who is lending a helping hand to children like Christina as president of the Asian Children Mentor Program. Her efforts recently earned ACMP a Student Organization Achievement & Recognition Award in just its second year of operation.

“She has done a wonderful job,” says Boothe, who helped start ACMP in 2006 and who serves as its advisor. According to Boothe, ACMP really took off after Ping Ma became president in 2007. “It’s basically been under Ping’s leadership that this organization has done so much.”

Ma began her term by calling each family to determine its needs. Families then reapplied under a more stringent membership process to insure the best match between mentors and children. A licensed social worker was brought in to conduct a training seminar for mentors. To maximize the organization’s effectiveness, Ma told the officers, “Our goal is not to think about getting big, but to serve the parents we have.”

The changes Ma brought about generated instant success. One highlight was an adoption panel, which featured seven adults discussing their experiences growing up as trans-racial adoptees.

“Most of the parents say it was one of the best programs they ever attended,” says Boothe.

Terry professor Marisa Pagnattaro says her adopted daughter, 4-year-old Sophia Ying-Mei, cherishes the time she spends with her ACMP mentors.

“Sophia loves to look at photos taken with them,” says Pagnattaro. “I know from my conversation with other parents that this kind of special, one-on-one activity is leaving a lasting impression for entire families who want to know more about how we can celebrate our children’s Asian heritage.”

Ma’s mentee is 14-year-old Andrew Tang, an adoptee from Shanghai.

“I tutor him a lot on his school work and we spend time watching movies,” says Ma, who says other mentors teach parents about Asian culture and how to prepare foods native to their child’s country of origin.

“A lot of parents are very interested in Asian culture,” she says. “They ask a lot of questions, and sometimes we even have to go back and do research for answers because we’re not sure.”

For Ma, who just completed a summer internship in Philadelphia with Wachovia and wants to work for an international firm upon graduation, the experience has been amazing. “I’m proud of myself for being able to go to another country, speak another language — and do things for people, no matter where they’re from.”

Media sponsor of the Terry Third Thursday Executive Speaker Series
The Archway to Excellence Campaign was a tremendous success, surpassing the $500 million goal by over $150 million. A total of $653,647,368 was received in gifts and commitments to the University. Our sincere thanks to alumni, friends, corporations, foundations, faculty and staff who so generously supported this campaign. Their contributions enabled the Terry College to do many things including open the new executive education center in Atlanta, create the Music Business program, provide numerous graduate fellowshipships and assistantships, and establish endowed chairs and professorships. This support has made a difference in the lives of countless students by strengthening our educational programs, supporting faculty research initiatives, and supporting outreach programs to serve the state and nation.

I believe this campaign also accomplished a very important first by creating a culture of giving to this institution that previously did not exist. The Terry College expresses its deep appreciation to the following alumni and friends who were instrumental in creating this culture of giving by making a leadership gift to Terry through the Archway to Excellence Campaign. These pioneers have made a profound difference and positive impact that will continue to be felt for generations!
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The Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta, Inc.
The Cousins Foundation Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G. Cousins
Covenant Foundation, Inc.
Covenant Supporting Foundation, Inc.
Mr. Thomas W. Crawford and Mrs. Chris Crawford
Mr. Jim Millard Davis and Mrs. Ann Leffler Davis
Mr. Darren Wayne DeVore and Mrs. Pamela Fed FeVore
Mr. William Woodson Douglas, III and Mrs. Lisa Layman Douglas
Mr. Robert J. Dumas Jr. and Mrs. Rene Melvin Dumas
Ernst & Young Foundation
Mr. Hillel Arnold Feinberg and Mrs. Renee Feinberg
Mrs. Amanda Schielke Fickett* Mr. Hillel Arnold Feinberg and Mrs. Renee Feinberg
Mr. John Thomas Fickett
Mrs. Amanda Schielke Fickett* Mr. Hillel Arnold Feinberg and Mrs. Renee Feinberg
Mr. and Mrs. D. Ramsay, Simmons Jr.
Mrs. Lori Cleland Scott
Mr. and Mrs. D. Ramsay, Simmons Jr.
Mrs. Carolus Mitchell* Mr. and Mrs. D. Ramsay, Simmons Jr.
Mr. Lindsey W. Trussell, Jr.
Mrs. C. Herman Terry
Mrs. Deidra Collins Stewart
W. E. ‘Brother’ Stewart and Mrs. Deidra Collins Stewart
Synovus Foundation
Mrs. C. Herman Terry
Mr. Lindsay W. Trussell, Jr.
Mr. Harvie Averett Walker and Mrs. Margaret Provine Walker
Mr. William Larry Webb and Mrs. JoAnn Webb
Wells Capital, Inc.
Mr. Fred Wels, III and Mrs. Angie Wels
Mr. Lowell Watkins White, Jr.
Lowell White Properties, Inc.
Mr. W. Larry M. Knox, Jr. and Mrs. Paula Knox
Mr. Wycklyfe A. Knox, Jr. and Mrs. Shell Hardman Knox
KPMG Foundation
Mr. Donald M. Lecelern, Jr.
Mr. Donald Melwood Lecelern, III and Mrs. Stacey Lecelern
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Truman Leonard, Jr.
Lorberbaum Family Foundation
Mr. Jeffrey S. Lorberbaum and Mrs. Sarah Lorberbaum
Lyndhurst Foundation
Mr. Keith Wayne Mason and Mrs. Twinker Mason
Mr. Andrew Simpson McGhee and Mrs. Carolyn Nordin McGhee
Mr. and Mrs. John F. McMullan
Mr. Ted McMullan and Mrs. Catherine C. McMullan
Mr. J. Warren Mitchell* and Mrs. Mary Ainsworth Mitchell
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Nalley, III
Mr. Randy J. Pace and Mrs. Amelia Chastain Pace
Mr. Wayne Howard Pace and Mrs. Roberta C. Pace
Mr. Dennis Hoyt Parks
Mr. Daniel B. Pattillo, Jr. and Mrs. Joan Bartlett Pattillo
Mr. Richard H. Pennell, Jr.
Mr. Patrick S. Pittard and Mrs. Dana Chalmers Pittard
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Primerica Contributions Program
REI Centura Bank
Reznick Group
Mr. John ‘Jack’ Winston Rooker and Mrs. Cindy Wilkins Rooker
Mr. Thomas Wells Scott III and Mrs. Lori Cleland Scott
Mr. and Mrs. D. Ramsay, Simmons Jr.
Mr. Kessel Drewry Stelling, Jr. and Mrs. Carol Cusick Stelling
W. E. ‘Brother’ Stewart and Mrs. Deidra Collins Stewart
Synovus Foundation
Mrs. C. Herman Terry
Mr. Lindsay W. Trussell, Jr.
Mr. Harvie Averett Walker and Mrs. Margaret Provine Walker
Mr. William Larry Webb and Mrs. JoAnn Webb
Wells Capital, Inc.
Mr. Fred Wels, III and Mrs. Angie Wels
Mr. Lowell Watkins White, Jr.
Lowell White Properties, Inc.
Mr. W. Larry M. Knox, Jr. and Mrs. Paula Knox
Mr. Wycklyfe A. Knox, Jr. and Mrs. Shell Hardman Knox
KPMG Foundation
Mr. Donald M. Lecelern, Jr.
Mr. Donald Melwood Lecelern, III and Mrs. Stacey Lecelern
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Truman Leonard, Jr.
Lorberbaum Family Foundation
Mr. Jeffrey S. Lorberbaum and Mrs. Sarah Lorberbaum
Lyndhurst Foundation
Mr. Keith Wayne Mason and Mrs. Twinker Mason
Mr. Andrew Simpson McGhee and Mrs. Carolyn Nordin McGhee
Mr. and Mrs. John F. McMullan
Mr. Ted McMullan and Mrs. Catherine C. McMullan
Mr. J. Warren Mitchell* and Mrs. Mary Ainsworth Mitchell
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Nalley, III
Mr. Randy J. Pace and Mrs. Amelia Chastain Pace
Mr. Wayne Howard Pace and Mrs. Roberta C. Pace
Mr. Dennis Hoyt Parks
Mr. Daniel B. Pattillo, Jr. and Mrs. Joan Bartlett Pattillo
Mr. Richard H. Pennell, Jr.
Mr. Patrick S. Pittard and Mrs. Dana Chalmers Pittard
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Primerica Contributions Program
REI Centura Bank
Reznick Group
Mr. John ‘Jack’ Winston Rooker and Mrs. Cindy Wilkins Rooker
Mr. Thomas Wells Scott III and Mrs. Lori Cleland Scott
Mr. and Mrs. D. Ramsay, Simmons Jr.
Mr. Kessel Drewry Stelling, Jr. and Mrs. Carol Cusick Stelling
W. E. ‘Brother’ Stewart and Mrs. Deidra Collins Stewart
Synovus Foundation
Mrs. C. Herman Terry
Mr. Lindsay W. Trussell, Jr.
Mr. Harvie Averett Walker and Mrs. Margaret Provine Walker
Mr. William Larry Webb and Mrs. JoAnn Webb
Wells Capital, Inc.
Mr. Fred Wels, III and Mrs. Angie Wels
Mr. Lowell Watkins White, Jr.
Lowell White Properties, Inc.
Mr. W. Larry M. Knox, Jr. and Mrs. Paula Knox
Mr. Wycklyfe A. Knox, Jr. and Mrs. Shell Hardman Knox
KPMG Foundation
Mr. Donald M. Lecelern, Jr.
Mr. Donald Melwood Lecelern, III and Mrs. Stacey Lecelern
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Truman Leonard, Jr.
Lorberbaum Family Foundation
Mr. Jeffrey S. Lorberbaum and Mrs. Sarah Lorberbaum
Lyndhurst Foundation
Mr. Keith Wayne Mason and Mrs. Twinker Mason
Mr. Andrew Simpson McGhee and Mrs. Carolyn Nordin McGhee
Mr. and Mrs. John F. McMullan
Mr. Ted McMullan and Mrs. Catherine C. McMullan
Mr. J. Warren Mitchell* and Mrs. Mary Ainsworth Mitchell
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Nalley, III
Mr. Randy J. Pace and Mrs. Amelia Chastain Pace
Mr. Wayne Howard Pace and Mrs. Roberta C. Pace
Mr. Dennis Hoyt Parks
Mr. Daniel B. Pattillo, Jr. and Mrs. Joan Bartlett Pattillo
Mr. Richard H. Pennell, Jr.
Mr. Patrick S. Pittard and Mrs. Dana Chalmers Pittard
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Primerica Contributions Program
REI Centura Bank
Reznick Group
Mr. John ‘Jack’ Winston Rooker and Mrs. Cindy Wilkins Rooker
Mr. Thomas Wells Scott III and Mrs. Lori Cleland Scott
Mr. and Mrs. D. Ramsay, Simmons Jr.
Mr. Kessel Drewry Stelling, Jr. and Mrs. Carol Cusick Stelling
W. E. ‘Brother’ Stewart and Mrs. Deidra Collins Stewart
Synovus Foundation
Mrs. C. Herman Terry
Mr. Lindsay W. Trussell, Jr.
Mr. Harvie Averett Walker and Mrs. Margaret Provine Walker
Mr. William Larry Webb and Mrs. JoAnn Webb
Wells Capital, Inc.
Mr. Fred Wels, III and Mrs. Angie Wels
Mr. Lowell Watkins White, Jr.
Lowell White Properties, Inc.
The Terry College of Business proudly recognizes and thanks the many alumni, corporations, foundations and friends who contribute their support to the college and its strategic initiatives. Donors are making an investment which will enable the Terry College to carry out its mission and achieve its vision of national prominence. This Honor Roll of Donors represents contributions to the Terry College of Business received between July 1, 2007 and June 30, 2008 from thousands of supporters. Every effort has been made to assure its completeness and accuracy. To make a gift to Terry, contact the Development and Alumni Relations Office at (706) 583-5529.

DEAN’S CIRCLE OF GIVING

The Dean’s Circle of Giving recognizes those individuals, corporations and foundations who have made leadership gifts during the past fiscal year. The Young Alumni category includes those who have graduated within the past 10 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Alumni/Friends</th>
<th>Young Alumni/Faculty &amp; Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>$50,000 and above</td>
<td>$25,000 and above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board Member</td>
<td>$25,000 – $49,999</td>
<td>$12,500 – $24,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive</td>
<td>$10,000 – $24,999</td>
<td>$5,000 – $12,499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director</td>
<td>$5,000 – $9,999</td>
<td>$2,500 – $4,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>$2,500 – $4,999</td>
<td>$1,000 – $2,499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CEO – FRIENDS/ALUMNI
Anonymous
Bibb Distributing Company
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G. Cousins
Cousins Foundation, Inc.
Covenant Foundation, Inc.
Ann and Jay Davis
Ernst & Young Foundation
Hill A. Feinberg and Renee Feinberg
Charles Hubert Jones
Charles H. Jones
Foundation, Inc.
KPMG Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Earl T. Leonard Jr.
Lorberbaum Family Foundation
Jeffrey and Sarah Lorberbaum
Mr. and Mrs. F. McKmull
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Reznick Group
Thomas Wells and Lori Cleland Scott
Kessel D. Stelling Jr. and Carol C. Stelling
W. E. ‘Brother’ Stewart and Deidra Collins Stewart
Mrs. C. Herman Terry

BOARD MEMBER – FRIENDS
Anonymous
Altia Group, Inc.
Community Foundation of Greater Atlanta
Community Foundation of the Chattahoochee Valley
Deloitte Foundation
Deloitte Services, LP

Dixon Hughes, PLLC
William W. Douglas III and Lisa Layman Douglas
J. B. Fuqua Estate and Dorothy C. Fuqua
J. B. Fuqua Foundation, Inc.
Steve Goodroe
Bill Griffin
Kenneth G. Jackson and Jody Jackson
William C. Lankford Jr. and
Ann Courtney Lankford
Ted and Catherine McMullan
Jeffrey Lynn Rothenberner
Mr. and Mrs. William Bradley Turner Jr.

EXECUTIVE – FRIENDS/ALUMNI
Anonymous
Georgia Pine Level Foundation
Robert F. and
Georgia W. Hatcher
Ace Hardware of Chattanooga
John Aurelius Addison Jr. and
Lovelane Bowles Addison
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas R. Aldridge
Atlanta Chapter of the
Risk & Insurance
Management Society
Bank of North Georgia
M. Brantley Barrow and
Sharon B. Barrow
Ruth Ann Bartlett
BB&T Charitable Foundation
Wayne Douglas Benn and
Mickey Jones Benn

Todd Allen Bitter and
Karen Sturr Bitter
Kirk J. Bradley and
Deanne W. Bradley
Mr. and Mrs. W. Waldo Bradley
Branch Banking & Trust Company
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Steven Brown
The Brumley Family
Foundation Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Brumley
Larry D. and Ann R. Burns
Capital One Services, Inc.
Citizens Community Bank
Coca-Cola Company
Community Foundation of Texas
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Courts IV
Deloitte & Touche LLP
Darren W. DeVore and
Pamela F. DeVore
Robert J. and Rene M. Dumas
dunnhumby USA, LLC
Ell Lilly and Company Foundation
Elliott Davis, LLC
Florence C. and Harry L.
English Memorial Fund
Gary P. Fayard
Robert D. and Elisha W. Finney
Foundation for Agency
Management Excellence, Inc.
Georgia Crown
Distributing Company
Georgia Power
C. William Griffin and
Lynn Elkins Griffin
Frank J. Hanna Jr.
David King Hollis Jr.

Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta
Stephen M. Joiner and
Margaret C. Joiner
Mark S. Jones and
Carolyn Carr Jones
W. L. M. Knox Jr.
KPMG, LLP
Donald M. Leebern Jr.
Market Tools
James Mendelsohn
Microsoft Corporation
Millward Brown, Inc.
MMR Research Associates, Inc.

National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences, Inc.
Richard Hamer Pennell Jr.
Governor and
Mrs. Sonny Perdue
Procter & Gamble Fund
SAS Institute, Inc.
Billy Schultz
Scott Christopher Shell and
Rebecca Wilson Shell
SunTrust Banks, Inc.
Ann Wade Swift
George P. Swift Family
George P. Swift III
Synovus
The Turner Family Foundation, Inc.
H. Jack Turner *
Mr. James Cooper Turner
Peter R. Vig
Mr. and Mrs. J. Michael
Yovnich
WAL-MART Stores, Inc.
Tom B. Wight
Frances Wood Wilson
Foundation, Inc.
W. Terry and Joy W. Wingfield

EXECUTIVE – YOUNG ALUMNI/FACULTY
Mr. Dennis R. Beresford
Winburn Earl Stewart III

DIRECTOR – FRIENDS/ALUMNI
Accenture
ACE Westchester
Specialty Group
Agilent Technologies, Inc.
AT&T Georgia
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn T. Austin Jr.
The Pinnacle Society recognizes cumulative lifetime giving of $1 million or more to the Terry College of Business.

**2008**
- Daniel P. Amos and Kathelen VanBlarcum Amos
- Phillip and Betty Casey
- Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Nalley III and Jane S. Willson

**2007**
- Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Worrell
- Elvis and Linda Duran
- Robert E. and Cheryl L. Durham
- Carl W. Duyck
- Mr. and Mrs. D. A. and W. E. Chamberlain
- R. Edwin Bennett
- Terence and Cheryl M. Behrend
- J. W. & Ethel I. White
- John W. Lucht
- The McCart Group
- Mr. and Mrs. W. E. and I. L. Jackson
- John J. Poole
- Mr. and Mrs. A. L. and S. W. Foote
- Carey L. Gordon
- Sue and Bill Thomson

**2006**
- Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Worrell
- Elvis and Linda Duran
- Robert E. and Cheryl L. Durham
- Carl W. Duyck
- Mr. and Mrs. D. A. and W. E. Chamberlain
- R. Edwin Bennett
- Terence and Cheryl M. Behrend
- J. W. & Ethel I. White
- John W. Lucht
- The McCart Group
- Mr. and Mrs. W. E. and I. L. Jackson
- John J. Poole
- Mr. and Mrs. A. L. and S. W. Foote
- Carey L. Gordon
- Sue and Bill Thomson

**2005**
- Bebe and Earl Leonard

**2004**
- Mrs. James C. (Martha) Bonbright
- Mr. J. Warren Mitchell Jr.
- Mr. Charles Howard Jenkins Sr.

**2003**
- Mrs. James C. (Martha) Bonbright
- Mr. J. Warren Mitchell Jr.
- Mr. Charles Howard Jenkins Sr.
The Heritage Society honors alumni and friends who have pledged planned gifts to the University of Georgia. Among the types of planned gifts are bequests, life insurance policies, pooled income funds and charitable remainder trusts. The following individuals have designated their planned gifts to the Terry College of Business and have been inducted into the Heritage Society.

Mr. and Mrs. W. Richard Acree 
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Baldwin
*Mr. Gerald Byron Ballard
Elizabeth Barth
Troy W. and Diana Davis Beckett
*Martha Earnest Bonbright
Charles B. Bonner
Barbara L. Bots
Max W. Carnes Jr.
Alfred L. Cohen
Mr. Thomas W. Crawford
James C. Cripps
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. DeMersseman
Mr. Philip Henry Dohn Jr.
Bill and Lisa Douglas
Scott Foster
Andrew L. Ghertrner
John P. Gill
Dr. and Mrs. Mark R. Greene
Connie R. Guy
Paul S. Handmacher and Barbara Handmacher
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel D. Holmes
Mr. and Mrs. J. Gibson Hull (ANON)
William Ellis Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. James L. LaBoon Jr.
Donald M. Leebenn Jr.
Robert D. Leebenn
Dr. E. J. Leverett Jr.
Dan K. Lowing and Abbie N. Lowing
Mr. and Mrs. Michael G. Maxey
Mr. J. Warren Mitchell Jr.
John L. Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. D. Ramsay Simmons Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William Osborne Solms
W. Jefferson Stubbs Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. V. Carlisle Sullivan Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Tardy Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Scott Taylor Jr.
Reese J. Thompson and Pam M. Thompson
Lindsey William Trussell Jr.
Curtis L. Turner III
Steven E. Weinstein
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel M. Wellborn III
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Wise Jr.
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Terry Class Gifts

MAcc • Pledged: $71,200 • Participation Rate: 56%

(from left) Annual Fund coordinator Tate Izlar and Ben Ayers, Director of the J.M. Full School of Accounting, with MAcc Class Gift captains Lindsay Calhoun and Dave Hanson, who helped raise $71,200 — a record for the program, which asks pledges to be fulfilled over five years.

Ben Arrington
Duff Ayers
Colby Babb
Ryan Barrow
Dan Bennett
Flete Bentley
Mary Bereznak
Jeffery Bickler
Matt Bowser
Lindsey Calhoun
Justin Cash
Cliff Casteed
Paige Cicale
Cole Dalton
Sarah Darrell
Elna Feldman
Scott Fincher
Jason Gassett
Jake Gocke
Alice Griffin
Ryan Halpern
Dane Hanson
Brock Hardy
Brooke Hilliard
Beau Hinton
Matthew Johnston
George Jones
Jolene Jurs
Andrew King
David Kirby
Bryan Langley
Tresa Lasinger
Joh Liner
Shawn Maddox
David McGowan
Blake McManus
Linsey Medberry
Cameron Murray
Kara Musatt
Ali Northcutt
Abbie Odum
Joseph Pinson
Jennifer Sanford
Keith SIGGLE
Lauren Stagmeier
Courtney Stillwagon
Travis Straight
Melis Thomas
Jolie Ury
Kyle Veal
Valerie Veal
Scott Voight
Ben Whittinghill

Donald Larnce Burkhard and Julie Cain Burkhard
Campbell Soap Company
Carr, Riggs & Ingram, LLC
Navendu Charu
Stacy Ayers Chick
Edward Christensen
Kevin David Cleveland and Carol Kaminsky Cleveland
Christopher Mark Cornwall
Corey Smith, Touring, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Cox
Frank William Daugherty III and Tracy Croft Daugherty
Seth Winlow Davis
Nicholas Jay Falkenstein
Federal Express Corporation
Christopher Eugene Fogle
George Rawlings Fontaine Jr.
Brian and Lynn Foster
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Fowler
Gary Garrett
Kenneth M. Gaver, PhD and Jennifer J. Gaver
Stephen Blocker Geer Jr.
Georgia Agents Management Services, Inc.
Kerrin Edward Gillespie
John J. Goodbread and Sarah Keppel Goodbread

John Craig Hertwig
HLB Gross Collins, P.C.
Hamilton Earl Holmes Jr.
Gail Gibbs Holmes
Alan Haden Howe
Charles Allen Howell III
Mitchell Wilcox Hunt Jr.
Toni Hunt
Richard Whitlock Hunter
IBM Corporation
Robert Cresson Ivy
Manish Kumar JAR
Chaundolyn Ayawor Johnson
Carol Ann Baker Jordan and Foster S. Jordan

William Robert Jordan and Leigh Anne Jordan
George Juzdan and Dorothy Juzdan
Kristine Kathryn Kearney
Melane L. Sears
Andrew David Kee
Phil Kilgore
Katie Lee Kosmetatos
Susan M. Kost
James M. Labuf
William Taylor Lanham, Ret.
Lizette Cristina Leanza
Linda Lee
Walter N. Lewis
Low Country Barbecue
William Lundy
Steven Lyman
Ramachandran Malika
John Marra
James Wyatt Martin
James Starr Mathews and Catherine Waters Mathews
Kent Rodney Mathis
Matthew Charles McGovern
Mark R. Arner
Gavin Earl McQuiston and Cindy Henion McQuiston
Patricia Hutcheron McHearry
Merrill Lynch & Co.
Foundation, Inc.
Liberty Susan Milam
Tiffany Scott Miller
Ahmed Moinuddin
James Phillip Moore and Lynn Martin Moore
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Morgan III
Charles Timothy Morris and Kristina A. Morris
Don Sheerill Morrow
Hershel William Parmer
Katherine Annelle Paul
Fredric Frank Perdue
Donald Roy Perry Jr. and Janice Lawson Perry
Carter Randolph Posner and Angela Lea Posner
Protiviti, Inc.
Patrick Dwane Ragan and Michelle Leigh Ragan
Whitney Ragan
Ronald Gary Ralston
Revenue Analytics, Inc.
John David Rhea
Julie Ann Rice
J. Haley Roberts Jr. and Martha Roberts
Arthur Ted Rodbell
Jason Patrick Rogers
William Zimmer Rogers and Mary Rogers
Scott Edward Russell
Holly King Sanford
Chandrasekhar V. Sattiraju
Scott Anthony Saucier
Mark Cooper Saussey
Alec Schendzelos
George Matthew Sewell
Thomas Theodore Shelly
William Charles Shimp and Jennifer R. Shimp
Kevin Michael Shinn
Donald Payne Sims and Ettie Prudden Sims
Loran Smith
Robert John Soper and Jacqueline Soper
Terry Class Gifts

Evening MBA • Pledged: $11,580 • Participation Rate: 16%
Full-time MBA • Pledged: $37,150 • Participation Rate: 38%

Evening MBA
Lauren Alley
Verne Beason
Michael Butler
Shelly de Chabert
Robert Cox
Rachel Elliott
Julie Hoffecker
Eric Ilustrisimo
Charlene Johnson
Prudence Jones

Full-time MBA
Andrew Alpert
Andrew Beach
Richard Carlson
Danielle Duclaux
Jennifer Gainer
Duran Garner
William Gehrmann
Andrew Green
Rebekah Green
William Chad Harper
Bryan Hawkins
Adrienne Hudson
Tiffany Jackson
Anee Mainz
Bradley Martin
Rajdeep Mondal
Wayne Nebitt
Olatouba Ogunmide
Richard Andrew O’Neal
Prashant Patil

Colonel and Mrs. Joseph Sanford Barbour
Sanford Barbour
Candace Garner Baskett
Kathryn Nicole Bass
Rhuel J. Baughtman
Rubye G. Baughtman
Edward Henry Baxter Jr.
David Terry Beasley and
Frances Anderson Beasley
Frederick H. Beatty Jr.
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Stefanini IT Solutions
Hugh D. Smit
Stella Stowe
Dianna Johnson Suggs
Dean Robert T. Sumichrast and
Carol Ann Sumichrast
Wayne Tappin
Rob Taylor
Dawn N. Thornley
Benjamin Eric Tolchinsky
Treadwell, Tappin & Company
G. Grant Tribble
Rachel Bianco Tribble
Trinity Accounting Group
Trumps
Mary Alice Czmyr Trussell
Jonathan Robert Tucker
Vetrench Foundation, Inc.
William Matthew Vickery and
Alisa Santarsiero Vickery
W. Lawrence Walker Jr. and
Caroline Roach Walker
Keith Christopher Watkins
Douglas Jay Watts
William Cecil Weatherby
Michael Anthony Weigle
Westin Buckhead
Rodney Wayne Westbrook
and Janet Peele Westbrook
Larry Rudolph White
Kyle Alston Wiggins
Wild Dunes
Melissa Williams
Steven Allan Williams
James Lee Wilson Jr. and
Katharina Lockett Wilson
Mathew David Wilson
Windham Brannon, PC
Witty Sandee
Faith Jenine Woodley
William B. Wright Jr.
Dennis Todd Yates
Mark E. and Diane Masters Young

$499-$100
Daniel P. Abernathy
Ray Morris Abernathy and
Debra Thurmond Abernathy
William Costa Abraham
Scott Matthew Abrams
Ronald Jackson Adams
Roy Anthony Adams
Roy A. Adams, CPA, LLC
Adegboyega Oluosu Adewumi
Courtney Brooke Aldrich and
Jason F. Aldrich
James Mark Alexander and
Ann Harrison Alexander
Jennifer Hardigree Allen
Julian Brett Allen
Joel Rivers Allgood and
Marlenc Michel Allgood
Michael J. Alvin
Leo McCool Amaker
The AmSouth Bancorporation
Foundation
Thomas Axel Anderberg Jr.
Bannister Allen Anderson
Reginald Winston Andrews
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley S. Ansley III
V. Michael Anthony
William Vernon Argo III
Edward Denton Artil
Lorraine Koch Armstrong
and John Armstrong Jr.
Frances Dean Arndt and
John L. Arndt
Edwin Scott Arnold
Kelly Howard Ashley
Stephen Forrest Atha
James Larry Atkinson
Ryan Joseph Atkinson and
Leah Camp Atkinson
AT&T Foundation
Parks Wingos Avery Jr.
Gasan Ortman Awdad
Miriam W. Bacon
James Paul Bacccher
Stephens L. Baldwin Jr.
Bank of America
Jon Jay Banks
Ludwig Lawrence Barbatso
Bert William Barnes
Mr. and Mrs. David Henry Barnes
Sarvina Sue Barnes
Alan Lee Barnett
John Benjamin Barrack and
Patricia D. Barrack

Thomas Rowell Bennett and
Margaret Thomas Bennett
Thomas Joel Bennett Jr. and
Marla Jones Bennett
Richard Howlett Bennett
Gene Ray Benton and
Jenell Leonard Benton
Patricia Singletary Berger
David Gary Bergman
Jodi Carson Berry and
Christopher Roan Berry
Jean Tumpane Bertino and
Michael Joseph Besselman
Jennifer Angelique Bettencourt
Adrian Charles Bing-Zaremba
and Debbie Bing-Zaremba
Scott Douglas Bineck
John William Bishop Jr.
David Fletcher Black and
Kristen Diane Black
Pamela Phillips Blakstone
Lisa Read Blanks
Julius Mark Blatt
Kenneth Louis Blevins
Diane Susan Bloodworth
Richard Ray Boggs
Glen Milton Bone
Michael Willis Bone
Lewis Henderson Booker Jr.
Murray & Martine Bookman
David and Lindsey Bowden
Gary Rogers Bowers
Christy Boyd
Lance James Boyd
Cecil Chester Bozarth III
William Thomas Bradshaw and
Carolyne Eady Bradshaw
Mark Thomas Bradshaw
Pamela Diane Tipton and
David Morris Bradt Jr.
Karen Yeary Bradway
Jason Marchman Brady
Michael J. Brake
Rita Marcotte Brantner
Robert Nathan Braswell and
Victoria Siemering Braswell
Jennifer Marie Bray
Laura M. Bray
John H. Klenke Breedenberg
William Barnel Brewton
Forrest Franklin Brewton and
Dina Holman Brewton
C. Clyde Bridges Jr. and
Dell Land Bridges
Kevin Michael Broderick and
Virginia Adams Broderick
Brian R. Brooks and Stephanie
Meuesen Brooks
Scott Carrington Brooks
Archie M. Brown Jr. and
Sharen Williams Brown
Barbara Joy Brown
Bruce Allen Brown and
Marcia Goldberg Brown
Christopher William Brown
Clare D. Brown
Dustin Thomas Brown and
Kathryn Bowers Brown
Jeffrey Allen Brown
Rankin Leary Brown
William J. Brown III
James Jacob Bryan Jr.
Paula Benton Bryan
Joshua Travis Bryant and
Jeanna Maxwell Bryant
Buckhead Life Restaurants
Charles Christopher Buchholz
William Joseph Buie

(From left) Kimberly Scott and Erica Ilustrisimo present Dean Robert T. Sumichrast with a check representing a portion of the combined Class Gift pledges from the full-time MBA and Evening MBA programs. The final Class Gift total was $48,730.
Leonard Leadership Scholars Program Class Gift
Pledged: $23,750 • Participation Rate: 100%

The Leonard Leadership Scholars pledged $23,750 with a 100 percent participation rate in the second year of their Class Gift program. Holding the check are (from left) Bailey Pouns, Leonard Leadership Scholars director Chris Cornwell, Britt Mohler, and Dean Robert T. Sumichrast.
1950-54
Tom Cousins (BBA ’52) of Atlanta received the Commerce Club’s Ivan Allen Jr. Leadership Award. Tom is the founder of Cousins Properties Inc., and he presented the final spring ’08 lecture of the Terry Leadership Speaker Series.

1965-69
Leon Farmer Jr. (BBA ’64, LLB ’64) of Athens and his wife, Victoria Pruitt Farmer (AB ’73) were honored as a distinguished and philanthropic couple in an article in the Athens Banner-Herald.

1970-74
Rusty Epperson (BBA ’70) of Atlanta was honored for post-graduate achievement by the University of Georgia chapter of the National Football Foundation and College Hall of Fame. He captained his high school football team and received honorable mention for the all-state team football team before earning two varsity letters at Georgia. Rusty is now a partner in Wilson, Hull and Neal Real Estate. He is a past president of the Atlanta Touchdown Club and a past director of the Downtown Atlanta YMCA. He has also won the Atlanta Real Estate Board Phoenix Award. Bill C. Lankford Jr. (BBA ’71, M.Acc ’72) of Atlanta is managing partner of Moore Stephens Tiller LLC, one of Atlanta’s top 25 accounting firms, according to the Atlanta Business Chronicle. John Phelps (BBA ’71) of Atlanta and his wife, Josephine Crawford Phelps (ABJ ’70), are serving as co-chairs for the UGA Parents Council. Doug Carnes (BBA ’72) of Gainesville received a lifetime achievement award from the National Poultry & Food Distributors Association in recognition the role he has played in the growth of the poultry industry. Graham Thorpe (BBA ’72, JD ’75) of Macon was named one of two new district attorneys in Baldwin County. Dan Amos (BBA ’73) of Columbus is the CEO of Atlac, Inc., which was recognized as one of Georgia’s top 25 public companies by the Atlanta Business Chronicle.[See cover story in Spring ’08 issue of TM, or go to: http://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/terryuga/terry_spring08.]

John Longino (BBA ’73, JD ’76, MBA ’76) of Ellijay relocated his law office to Canton. He works half of each year in hurricane rescue and relief operations while practicing business law and commercial litigation. Steve Middlebrooks (BBA ’73) of Athens is president of Heyward Allen Cadillac, Pontiac Buick GMC and of Heyward Allen Toyota Scion in Athens. He recently assumed chairmanship of the Georgia Automobile Dealers Association after serving on the board of directors since 2001. Under Steve’s leadership, Heyward Allen dealerships have won several awards, including the Toyota President’s Award, GMC Mark of Excellence, GM Leader of Distinction, and the GM Pacesetter Award. Additionally, he serves on a variety of boards in the Athens community such as the UGA Fellowship of Christian Athletes Chaplaincy Board, Athens First Bank & Trust, Touchdown Club of Athens, and the UGA Chapter College Football Hall of Fame. He formerly served on the Athens Area Chamber of Commerce board.

Clifton Morris (BBA ’73) is senior pastor of the First Baptist Church of Dublin, and he has been elected to the Brevton-Parker College Board of Trustees.

1975-79
David Brazeal (BBA ’79) of Marietta joined American Biosurgical, LLC as chief financial officer. Previously, David served as CFO of Dixie HomeCrafters. American Biosurgical, headquartered in Norcross, is one of the world’s leading custom medical cable companies providing custom cable solutions to the world’s leading medical device companies.

Bruce Brown (MBA ’75) of Alexandria, Va., was appointed deputy secretary of state for legislative affairs at the U.S. State Department.

Mike Reynolds (BBA ’75, MBA ’76) formerly of Bradenton, Fla., was promoted to the new post of company president in charge of StarHub’s day-to-day operations. Launched in 2000, StarHub has become one of Singapore’s most innovative information-communications providers, and the pioneer in “hubbng” — the ability to deliver unique integrated and converged services to all its customers.

Mike is a 30-year veteran in the information-communication arena, having held various senior positions in technical, commercial and general management in the industry. He has held a variety of positions with BellSouth Corporation in the American and Asia Pacific regions. Prior to joining StarHub, Mike was based in Beijing, as the president of BellSouth China’s operations, where he was in charge of business development and government relations and was responsible for BellSouth’s two operating entities in China.

Brantley Barrow (BBA ’76) of Atlanta is chairman of Hardin Construction Company LLC, and he has been appointed to the alumni board of directors of the Terry College of Business.

Rocklyn Hunt (BBA ’76) of Cumming stepped down as chief executive of Regions Bank’s Gainesville operations. Bob E. Mathis (BBA ’76) of Atlanta is chairperson and CEO of Peachtree Planning Corp., one of the 10 largest financial planning firms in the country and one of Atlanta’s top life insurance agencies.

Thomas A. Bickes (BBA ’78) of Alpharetta is president and CEO of EmployBridge Holding Co., one of Atlanta’s top 25 private companies, according to the Atlanta Business Chronicle.

Chad Hoover (BBA ’78) of Atlanta will head the new Atlanta office of Universal Capital Management, Inc., of Wilmington, Del. UCM is a business development company that provides management and strategic growth resources to emerging growth companies. Chad is also Universal’s newest vice president.

Stewart K. Mathis (BBA ’78) of San Diego, Calif., has more than 29 years of experience in franchising, operations, and administration. In 2002, he was promoted to president of Mail Boxes Etc. Inc., and he currently oversees a global...
Executive MBA degree fuels
M.D.'s entrepreneurial bent

Sam Lorenzo (EMBA '06) opens Georgia Urgent Care

By Caroline Wilbert

Wearing a starched white coat and hospital scrubs, Sam Lorenzo listens carefully to a patient describe a troublesome boil that has brought her to the Georgia Urgent Care clinic in suburban Atlanta. Lorenzo asks the appropriate questions. Has she experienced dizziness? Has she had any bites lately? He decides to drain the boil, and the patient seems confident that she's in good hands. "Let's do it!" she says.

Lorenzo (EMBA '06) was practicing medicine on this Sunday afternoon, but he was also executing a business plan.

By day, Lorenzo is the medical director of the ER at the Henry Medical Center, but he had long felt that a business degree would open up other career options — and he was right. Lorenzo is also the principal entrepreneur behind the Georgia Urgent Care clinic, which recently opened its doors in Roswell, Ga., and he hatched the plan in Terry's Executive MBA program.

"People are now having two or three different careers," says Lorenzo, a father of five, whose student team included people who work in telecommunications, transportation, recruiting, and banking. "I can't stress enough how much my teammates helped me," says Lorenzo. "I don't think I would have had enough focused energy to do this on my own."

Lorenzo and his six partners invested $1 million and secured a loan. Less than a year after opening, the doctors, who all practice elsewhere but work a few shifts, are seeing about 15 clinic patients a day.

Urgent care clinics are marketed to patients who aren't sick enough to go to the ER but don't want to wait for an appointment with their primary care physician. The patient with the boil? Lorenzo says she would have landed at the back of the line at an emergency room, which has to deal with more serious cases first.

"Patient care is fun," he says. "For 20 or 30 minutes, I will spend time with this person. I will learn about..."
alumni connections

Young Alumni Board links recent graduates to Terry
Jill Walton (BSA '99, MPA '03), Director of Alumni Relations

Every year, the Terry College proudly sends its graduates out to excel in the business world. But at the same time our alumni are leaving UGA, we’re also working to develop new and better ways for them to stay connected with their roots here at the Terry College.

With that in mind, we’ve launched the Young Alumni Board, a 56-member committee representing each of the last 12 graduating classes that meets twice a year. Their mission is to re-engage their peers with the college, support Terry undergrads, help us raise money, and expand our leadership and networking opportunities.

“Younger alumni may have had outlets to stay in touch with their college cliques, but there wasn’t a formal outlet for them to stay connected to the college,” says YAB chair Jay O’Meara. “We see this as an opportunity for the masses to stay involved and get engaged.”

YAB hosted an August gathering at the Piedmont Driving Club in Atlanta, where Sonny Seiler (BBA ’56, JD ’57) treated an overflow crowd to personal reflections on the death of Uga VI and the impending debut of Uga VII (see photo below). YAB is also in the process of piloting regional alumni networks in New York City and Charlotte.

YAB surpassed its $25,000 fundraising goal for last spring’s Alumni Awards and Gala, and board members posted a perfect 100 percent participation rate in Terry’s annual fund campaign. To spread the spirit of giving back, YAB members will be conducting peer-to-peer solicitations for gifts to the college. These hard-working young alumni have also been working closely with the college’s existing alumni group, which has since dubbed itself the Senior Alumni Board.

“Many YAB members are just starting out,” says Atlanta attorney and senior board member Alisa Pittman Creek (BSA ’93), “so it’s nice for them to get career advice on things that senior board members have already learned. It also provides networking opportunities.”

Other YAB initiatives include the Terry Student Ambassador Program, wherein a dozen current students serve as liaisons to Terry alumni groups. The board also hopes to get young alumni more involved in the classroom — speaking to students, working with professors, and providing first-hand accounts of marketplace changes.

“We have a lot of work to do to raise awareness of this new board,” says YAB member Davis Knox (BSA ’98). “We need to connect the gap between older alumni and those coming out of UGA today.” For a list of YAB members, go to: www.terry.uga.edu/alumni/board.html

for Renaissance Benefit Solutions with Renaissance Life & Health Insurance Company of America. Bud has 25 years experience in risk management and sales and

previously served as regional vice president of sales for DirectComp RX. Prior to that, he managed a $50 million insurance program for Gambro Healthcare/Davita, Inc.

Lynn Skinner (BBA ’81) of Newnan was hired as a content specialist in math and science by Coweta County School System.

Eddy D. Ariail (MBA ’82) of Clarkesville was promoted to executive vice president of Habersham Bancorp. With the company since 1984, he was previously president, corporate secretary, and a member of the board of directors.

Jack D. Williams (BBA ’82) of LaGrange earned his sales and sales supervisor license. Jack is vice president of investments with Stifel Nicolaus & Co. Robert W. “Buzz” Law (BBA ’83) of Alpharetta is president of Creative Financial Group Ltd., one of Atlanta’s top financial planning firms, according to the Atlanta Business Chronicle.

John Harper (MBA ’84) of Roswell was named as the marketing lead for Vendormate, Inc. John’s career includes Fortune 500 and small business experience as well as B2B and consumer marketing. Most recently, he served as a principal at PathCut Partners, a B2B marketing and sales effectiveness consultancy.

His experience includes stints at J.C. Penney and Belden Associates, a media marketing research consultancy.

1985-89

Elizabeth Brannen Chandler (BBA ’85, JD ’88) of Atlanta was appointed city attorney for Atlanta. She is responsible for handling all civil legal matters and overseeing the city’s legal compliance program. Linda Farbolin

Van Rees (BBA ’85) of Atlanta is chairman of the board of directors for The Original Honey Baked Ham Company of Georgia Inc., one of Atlanta’s top 25 women-owned firms, according to the Atlanta Business Chronicle. Jim J.

Chrisman (PhD ’86) of Starkville, Miss., was a featured speaker at the “Management Succession in Family Firms” seminar at Arkansas State University. Chrisman is a professor at Mississippi State, he holds an appointment at the University of Alberta, and he is editor of Entrepreneurship Theory & Practice. John DeHaven (AB ’86, B’91) of Charleston, S.C., and his wife Melanie joined Century 21 Properties Plus as Team DeHaven. Joey Etheridge (AB ’86) of LaGrange gave advice for renovating a kitchen in an article, “Kitchen update boosts home’s value,” that appeared in the LaGrange Daily News. Joey is the founder of Etheridge Enterprises, a remodeling company. Dana R.

Hermanson (BSA ’86) of Marietta and three co-authors recently received the 2008 Deloitte/ American Accounting Association Wildman Medal, which recognizes research judged to have made or be likely to make the most significant contribution to the advancement of the public practice of accountancy. The award was given for their June 2006 Accounting Horizons article on auditor risk assessment. David

Lilliston (AB ’86) of Watkinsville joined Morgan Keegan & Co. Inc. as a financial advisor and vice president in the firm’s Athens branch. Jim Showfety (BBA ’87, MEd ’96) of Alpharetta is the new head football coach at Northview High School. In 2007, the Georgia Sports Writers Association named Showfety AAA Coach of the Year.

Colette Whiting (BBA ’87) of Alpharetta became a vice president for SunTrust Corporate Real Estate as a facilities manager overseeing all of the SunTrust retail banking centers in the metro Atlanta area. Prior to SunTrust Bank, she was employed by Highwoods Properties as a property manager for their Class ‘A’ office building portfolio in Atlanta. Colette and husband Tom have a 6-year old daughter, Brooke.

Jackie Carson Blakley (BSA ’88) of Anderson, S.C., is the new dean of the business and public services division at Tri-County Technical College. Karen Williams Townley
Olympics is his oyster

Chris Welton (BBA ’81, JD ’85) is aiding ESPN’s efforts to wrest the broadcast rights to future Olympic Games away from NBC

By Chris Starrs (AB ’82)

Chris Welton (BBA ’81, JD ’85) worked 18-hour days at his company’s Beijing office this summer, and part of his focus was the Olympic Games. But Welton, a star player on Georgia’s 1980 National Championship football team, was also embroiled in negotiations regarding future international competitions.

Welton cut his teeth in international sports marketing at the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta, and he is now CEO of Atlanta-based Helios Partners Inc., an international Olympics branding and sports marketing company that also has an office in London, site of the 2012 Summer Olympics.

Helios Partners works to secure sponsors for the Olympics and other global sporting events. The company also advises corporate giants like Coca-Cola, Visa, Delta, General Mills, and Federal Express on how best to benefit from their association with worldwide athletics.

“We had six clients that were domestic sponsors of the Beijing Games, and we represent two clients that are global sponsors,” says Welton, whose staff in Beijing numbered 31. “We also represent two sponsors of the London Games — Lloyd’s TSB and Deloitte UK.”

Helios Partners is already well into its planning for the 2010 Winter Games in Vancouver, the 2012 Summer Games in London, and the 2014 Winter Games in Sochi, Russia; the latter hired Welton’s firm to help the city formulate its winning bid. With the Beijing Games now in his rearview mirror, Welton says Helios Partners is focusing on new visions — one of which would be a radical shake-up in the broadcast area.

Helios Partners also represents ESPN, which expects to make a major push to snag the domestic broadcast rights for the 2014 and 2016 Games from NBC, which has aired the Olympics in the U.S. since 1988.

“NBC is trying to force Americans to watch the Olympics in prime time,” says Welton, who points out that ESPN thinks you get greater viewership if you allow people to watch events when they occur. Word of mouth is powerful, particularly these days when word of mouth is an electronic phenomenon because of web sites, blogs, and downloads to Blackberries. If you run a live telecast of Bolt shattering the world record, consumers are not going to respond favorably to that in the future.

“Olympics is his oyster”

Welton joined Helios Partners in 2005 after six years as a real estate attorney for King & Spalding. With offices in Atlanta, Beijing, and London, the company is ideally situated to do international Olympics branding and sports marketing. Clients include Coca-Cola, Visa, Delta, General Mills, and Federal Express.

Welton’s advice to current Terry students?

“Do the best you can so you can make your own choices . . . not somebody else’s.”

1994-99

Kevin Pope (BBA ’92) of Lincoln, Neb., left his position as president at Stanley-Senior Technologies, where he played a leading role in developing the senior technologies division, to become the president of Lincoln’s Pen-Link. Pope was honored as one of the top “40 under 40” by the Lincoln Business Journal in 2007.

Donald Landen (BBA ’93, MAcc ’94) of Ball Ground became the full-time pastor of Ball Ground United Methodist Church.

Mark Spain (BBA ’93) of Cumming was named RE/MAX International’s No. 2 agent in the U.S. for closings. This marks the seventh consecutive year the Mark Spain Team has broken the $100 million annual sales mark. The team ranks No. 4 worldwide out of 115,000 RE/MAX agents in 65 countries. At RE/MAX Greater Atlanta’s annual awards event, Mark and his team placed No. 1 in both sales volume and units sold. At the Atlanta Board of Realtors Million Dollar Club Banquet, Mark took top honors for the fourth straight year. Mark and his team were also honored as one of the top “40 under 40” by the Atlanta Business Chronicle.

William T. Rupp (PhD ’94) of Montevallo, Ala., is dean of Stephens College of Business at the University of Montevallo.

David L. Wilson (BBA ’93) of Macon joined SunTrust Bank, Middle Georgia, as vice president and commercial banking relationship manager.

Terry College of Business
Warren Thrasher (BSC '40, MBA '67) of Athens, a former professor of management and a gifted teacher and trusted mentor to countless UGA students, died June 8. He was an honor graduate and honor military graduate of the University of Georgia. He entered active duty with the Army in 1941, reaching the rank of colonel. He was decorated by the Italian, Korean and Iranian governments. He returned to UGA in 1963 and served four terms as a professor of military science. He then joined the UGA faculty as a professor in the Department of Management within the College of Business. He was a revered as an extremely dedicated teacher in the Terry College of Business, the University of Georgia, a former professor in the Executive MBA Program, and a gifted teacher and trusted mentor to countless UGA students, died June 8. He was an honor graduate and honor military graduate of the University of Georgia. He entered active duty with the Army in 1941, reaching the rank of colonel. He was decorated by the Italian, Korean and Iranian governments. He returned to UGA in 1963 and served four terms as a professor of military science. He then joined the UGA faculty as a professor in the Department of Management within the College of Business. He was a member of the Tull School and the Athens community for many years following his retirement. He received many awards during his career. He directed the accounting internship program and served as faculty advisor to Beta Alpha Psi. As a testament to the respect and admiration of the Accounting profession and professional colleagues have Davis, $2 million was raised to establish the Carl Davis Chair of Taxation in the Tull School. The purpose of the chair is to help the Terry College of Business further its excellence in tax education.

[Terry magazine wants to know about the enclosed self-addressed envelope and drop us a note:]

Terry magazine wants to know about your news. Send us your address changes, announcements and job news. Use the enclosed self-addressed envelope or drop us a note:

Terry Magazine, c/o Kent Hannon
Terry College of Business, The University of Georgia
106 Brooks Hall
Athens GA 30602-6269
Or email khammad@terry.uga.edu.
State Bank’s board of directors. She is currently a sales representa- tive with Takeda Pharmaceuticals North America. Heather Gennent (BBA ’95) of Atlanta and husband Chris welcomed the birth of their son, Christopher Daniel Gennent Jr. Michael S. Lewis (BBA ’95) of Fairfax, Va., was ranked No. 1 in The Wall Street Journal’s “Best on the Street Analyst” survey for his stock picks in aerospace and defense — and No. 3 by Financial Times/StarMine. He is currently employed with BB&T Capital Markets. Lance Nail (PhD ’96) of Hattiesburg, Miss., was named dean of the col- lege of business at the University of Southern Mississippi. He had previously served as chair of the Department of Finance, Economics and Quantitative Methods for the past five years at the University of Alabama-Birmingham. While a faculty member at UAB, he received the President’s Excellence in Teaching Award and the Beta Gamma Sigma Professor of the Year Award. Lance is managing editor for the International Review of Financial Analysis, he served on numerous boards. Henry W. Bailey Jr. (BBA ’97) of Bogart accepted a position as a realtor with Prudential Blanton Properties in Athens. He sold more than $6 million in real estate in his first two years as a real- tor. Russell Bates (BBA ’97) of Moultrie was named vice president, commercial loan officer at Ameris Bank in Moultrie. Bates leads the commercial loan division. Michael Choy (BBA ’97) of Chicago welcomed a daughter, Penny Rae, on July 25, 2007. Choy is a senior associate at the Chicago law firm Winston & Strawn. Nicole Brown (BBA ’98) of Atlanta was appointed vice president and account executive for Wells Fargo’s southeastern region Professional Risk Group. She will be based in the firm’s Atlanta office. Frank Dyer (MBA ’98) of Duluth was appointed director of product marketing for Onity, which is one of the world’s leading providers of electronic locking solutions. Prior to joining Onity, Frank was a senior product marketing manager for AT&T. Elizabeth Preiss (BBA ’98) and husband David Preiss (BBA ’97) of Atlanta welcomed the birth of their twin daughters, Caroline and Sophia, on Sept. 21, 2007. Melissa IntVeldt (BBA ’99) of Duluth was promoted to an account executive position with Marriott International, where she will manage the leisure mar- ket sales for the Courtyard brand hotels in Gwinnett County. Melissa became engaged to a fellow Terry grad, Kendall Starr Dutton (BBA ’99), while on vacation in Hawaii, and the couple plans to marry in the spring of 2009. Jeff Shiver (BBA ’99, JD ’04) of Atlanta joined the law firm of Peter A. Law, P.C., as an associate. Thomas Wilkins (AB ’99, MA ’02) of Athens published a cover story for the Georgia Historical Quarterly (summer 2007) on Sir Joseph Jekyll, for whom Jekyll Island was named.

2000-04 Jess Barnett (BBA ’00) of Loganville received his master’s degree in Christian Studies from Luther Rice Seminary. He is currently volunteering with the Logonville Community Ministry Village. Jess and wife Rebecca (BSW ’04) have two children, Julia Grace and Joel Morgan, and they are looking forward to another awesome Georgia football season this year. Lin Clayton (BBA ’00) of Bremen and his wife Shannon announce the birth of James Luke Clayton, who joins big sister Abbey. John Holden (BBA ’00, MAcc ’00) of Athens, audit manager of Rushton & Co., was elected president of the 240-mem- ber Northeast Georgia Society of CPAs. He is a certified public accountant and a certified fraud examiner. Lindsay Zaltman (MMR ’00), of Pittsburgh, Pa., is a co- author of Marketing Metaphoria: What Deep Metaphors Reveal about the Minds of Consumers. Mark Anthony Thomas (BBA ’01) of New York, N.Y., accepted the position of deputy director of City Futures, Inc., which runs the Wall Street-based think tank Center for an Urban Future. He is also a graduate student at Columbia University’s School of International & Public Affairs. James Gregory Wright (BBA ’02) joined the staff of Security Bank in Albany as a banking officer/branch manager. Christie Marsh (BBA’02) of Statesboro is a loan originator with AgSouth Mortgages. Previously, she was a realtor with Coldwell Banker Tanner Realty. Christy and husband Elliott Marsh (BSA ’02), have two daughters, Adison and Annalice. Stefan Obenland (BBA ’02) of Atlanta joined OCI Chemical in Marietta as a purchasing agent. Tony Polito (PhD ’02) of Greenville, N.C., authored a short piece in Quality Progress, the leading publication for practi- tioners of quality, on the topic of W. Edwards Deming one of the founding fathers of the quality movement. Tony was also quoted in SmartMoney magazine regarding current problems in the airline industry. James Gregory Wright (BBA ’02) joined the staff of Security Bank in Albany as a banking officer/branch manager.

Pouvasong “Song” Keovongsak (BBA ’03) of East Point accepted the position of branch manager of the BB&T Bank in Jonesboro. Keovongsak will begin pursuing his master’s in business administration this fall. Albert Reilingh (MBA ’03) of Mableton was appointed project manager and business analyst with Abel Solutions, a leading Microsoft SharePoint solu- tion provider. Albert was formerly a knowledge management lead with Multi-National Force-Iraq. He has managed teams handling highly sensitive information for projects at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and for the defense department in Baghdad, and his career includes tenure with BearingPoint, Inc., Siemens Energy & Automation, and Coca-Cola Enterprises. Eric Rein (BBA ’03) of Canton joined NorthWest Bank & Trust as an assistant vice-president/relationship manager. Chon Abraham (PhD ’04) of Williamsburg, Va., was awarded the prestigious Fulbright Scholarship for a nine-month research Fellowship in Japan. Chon is an information systems profes- sor at William & Mary — and a recipient of the school’s Alfred N. Page Undergraduate Teaching Award. Phillip Jackson (BBA ’04) of Auburn, Ga., was named branch manager of Oconee State Bank’s main office in downtown Watkinsville.

2005-08 Drew French (BBA ’05) of Athens opened Your Pie, a deli-style pizza parlor, in the Colonial Promenade Beechwood Shopping Center. Keith Miles (MBA ’05) of Snellville, was admitted to the state bars of both Georgia and North Carolina. He has opened his law practice and he will focus on business transactional work, tax controversies and estate planning. Shawn Vincent (MBA ’05) of Augusta was promoted to vice president of operations for the newly created oncology division of the Hospital Corporation of America. Andrew Dill (BBA ’06, AB ’07) of Athens, who represents U.S. Senator Johnny Isakson (BBA ’66) across Northeast Georgia, was selected for Athens’ 2009 Leadership Education Awareness Development program. Kirsten Jonathan Gurley (BBA ’06, BS ’06) of Bogart was appointed to banking officer by Athens First Bank and Trust’s board of direc- tors. Sam Lorenzo (EMBA ’06) of McDonough formed a partner- ship with six other emergency physicians and has established a Georgia Urgent Care unit in Alpharetta [see story on p. 63]. Stephanie Schwert (BBA ’06) of Jacksonville, Fla., was promoted to account director in the commercial insurance division of Harden & Associates. Matt Culberson (BBA ’07) of Lawrenceville is marketing director for Innovative Outdoors, an Atlanta landscaping company started by another Terry gradu- ate, Thomas Boyle (BBA ’97). Brother John Boyle (BBA ’08) of Douglas is also part of the Innovative Outdoors team. Laura Scredon (BBA ’07) of Santa Barbara, Calif., is an account executive in the trauma and spine division of Ossur North America.
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Matthew Ambos Tisdel
Jack Torbett
Shannon Amann Totten and
Eric Richard Totten
Scott Wayne Trantham
Jerry Eugene Trapnell and
Sally Durham Trapnell
Joseph Thomas Treanor
Christopher Mark Troxel
Milton W. Troy III
Rebecca Wyche Turner
Turner, Wood and Smith Insurance
Sara Lee Tweedell
Benjamin Hayes Underwood
James Kennedy Underwood
William Emmett Underwood III
United eWay
UnumProvident Corporation
Mindy Shipp Upton and
Donald Niles Upton Jr.
Deborah Ross Urquhart and
Richard V. Urquhart
John Brooks Vann and
Elizabeth Birdsong Vann
Elizabeth Shosk Venuti
Verizon
Michael Edward Viers and
Marci Erickson Viers
Herbert Hampton Vining Jr.
Mark Philip Vimer
Robert Edwin Vokes III and
Lisa Ford Vokes
Long Vua
Suzanne Krag Wacker
Jerry Kenneth Wages
Larry Allen Wages
Bradford Andrew Waite
Donald Jeffrey Walker
Molly and Rett Walker
Tony Lynn Walker
Joseph Allen Wall and
Patricia Hammock Wall
Robert Edward Wangerien
Timothy Eric Ward and
Catherine Brooks Ward
Terry Warren Wasdin
John Treadwell Wasdin and
Mitzi Wasdin
David Henry Waters
Stephen Monroe Waters Jr. and
Marylyn Clough Waters
Stephen Cabell Watson and
Betsy Shevlin Watson
Thomas John Way
Mary Octavia Weaver
William Edward Weeks
Christopher Richard Welch
Tricia Timberlake Welch
Wells Fargo & Company
J. Elliott Wells and
Gay Moore Wells
Robert Andrew West and
Kelly Withers West
James Richard Westbury Sr.
Gilmer G. Weston Jr. and
Judith Brantley Weston
Andrew Jefferson Whalen III and
Ian Shelmurt Whalen
Thomas Gibson Whately Jr. and
Malice Still Whatley
Whirlpool Foundation
Jonathan David White
Emmitt William White Jr.
Robert Hugh White
Timothy Benson Whitmire
Charles Lynn Whittimore Jr.
Eric A. Wiemig
Thomas Johnston Wigley
Mr. and Mrs. James G. Wilcox Jr.
Roy Edward and
Susan Doris Wilcox
R. Barry Wildman
Albert Sydney Williams Jr.
Anthony P. and
Nicole W. Williams
Conni Dean Williams
Eric Rodney Williams
Gerald Lee Williams
Kara Denise Williams
Kelly Williams
Lucy Daigle Williams
Samuel Mark Williams
Ronald Wyatt Williamson and
Sandra Segars Williamson
Thomas Atwood Wilson IV and
Marybeth E. Wilson
Michael Andrew Wilson II
Judith Locklear Wilson
Bernard Wind
William Jule Windham and
Bonnie R. Windham
Mary Katherine Winn
E. Forrest Wise
Phillip Gaines Wise Jr.
Michael Keller Withers
Don Edwin Wix
Brian West Wood
James M. and Ruthie Wood
Joe Terrell Wood Jr.
Jeffrey R. Woods
Brian Leslie Woodward
Paul Tobias Woody III
Henry Hall Wooldard Jr. and
Barbara Harwell Wooldard
John Shiver Wooldard
Mr. and Mrs. Joel O. Wooten
Norma and Clyde Wright
John Wilson Wright and
Heather Currier Wright
Jeanne Brown Wright
Lloyd Lee Wyatt
Erin Miller Yancey and
Joseph Matthew Yancey
J. Bayne Yarbrough
John Fletcher Yarbrough V
Virginia Lee Yeagle
Glen Thomas York Jr. and
Wynoldy Vickers York
John Neal Youmans
John Edward Zoucks
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Mr. Terry Steven Brown and
Mrs. Lisa Brown
The Brumley Family Foundation Trust
Mr. David L. Burch and
Mrs. Teresa Lasseter Burch
Burke, Inc.
Mr. Charles Thomas Cantrell and
Mrs. Nanette Cantrell
The Clorox Company
Coca-Cola North America
Commercial Roofing Specialties
Mr. R. W. Courts, II and
Mrs. Lynda B. Courts
Mr. Richard W. Courts, IV and
Mrs. Lane Courts
Mr. Robert G. Cross
Delta Life Insurance Company
Elliott Davis, LLC
Florence & Harry English Memorial Fund
Mr. Robert Dale Finney and
Ms. Elisha Wade Finney
Gannett Foundation
Georgia Casualty & Surety Company
GFK - Nurnberg
Mr. Elder Griffon ‘Griff’ Glenn, III
Mr. James Thomas Glenn
Mr. Edward Scarborough Heys, Jr. and
Mrs. Lori Heys
Hobbs Group, Inc.
The Home Depot
Mr. William Patron Hopkins, Jr. and
Mrs. Ann Dubney Hopkins
Mr. Lindsay Hopkins, III* and
Mrs. Wanda Hopkins
Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta, Inc.
Mr. Dwight Charles Jones
Mr. Mark Steven Jones
Mr. Archibald Bradford Kay, III and
Mrs. Janice Adams Kay
KPMG, LLP
Thomas H. Lanier Foundation
Mr. J. Reese Lanier and
Mrs. Mims Roberts Lanier
Lec-Moore Oil Company
Michael Keller Withers
Mr. Dolph Leffler* and
Mrs. Phyllis C. Leffler*
Mr. Thomas John Way
Mr. John Michael Voy nich and
Mrs. Susie Voy nich
Mr. S. Scott Vornich and
Mrs. Rhonda Vornich
Mr. William Thomas Walton
Mr. Larry Ephriam Warnock and
Mr. David L. Burch and
Mrs. Lisa Brown

SAVE THE DATE
Terry College of Business Alumni Awards and Gala
hosted by the Alumni Board of the Terry College of Business
Saturday, April 25, 2009
6:00 p.m.
InterContinental Buckhead
Atlanta
The University of Georgia
Terry College of Business
Terry College Advisory Groups

TERRY DEAN’S ADVISORY COUNCIL

Chairman: S. Taylor Glover, Turner Enterprises, Inc., President and CEO
C. Scott Akers, Jr., Register and Akers Investments, Inc., Principal
Addison A. Barksdale, Uvest Financial Services, Senior Vice President of Business Development and Marketing
James H. Blanchard, Synovus, Chairman and CEO, retired
Susan M. Boyd, Russell Reynolds Associates, Managing Director
Frank W. Brumley, Daniel Island Company, Chairman and CEO
Elizabeth W. Camp, D F Management, Inc., President and CEO
Phillip E. Casey, Gerda Ameristleel, Chairman
Richard W. Courts IV, Carter, Vice President
Jay M. Davis, National Distributing Company, Inc., Chairman and CEO
Darren W. DeVore, Artisan Partners LP, Managing Director
Danon M. Evans, UGA Department of Athletics, Athletic Director
Hill A. Feinberg, Member First Southwest Company, Chairman and CEO
Lizanne C. Gottung, Kimberly-Clark, Senior Vice President of Human Resources
C. William Griffin, Fidelity National Information Services, Managing Director
John W. Jackson, Bank of Atlanta, President and CEO
Harold A. Kelly, Jr., Och-Ziff Capital Management, Executive Managing Director
Walter J. Muller, Bank of America, Corporate Investments Group, Chief Investment Officer
Patrick S. Pittard, UGA Terry College of Business, Executive-In-Residence
Charles S. Sanford, Jr., Bankers Trust Company, Chairman and CEO, retired
Kessel D. Stelling, Jr., Bank of North Georgia, President and CEO
Winburn E. Stewart, Jr., Bibb Distributing Company, President
Barry L. Storey, Hull Storey Retail Group, Partner
Lowell W. White, Jr., Harmony Crossing, LLC, Owner

M. Brantley Barrow (BBA 1976), Chairman, Hardin Construction Company, LLC
W. Craig Barss (BBA 1980), Vice President, Governmental Regulations and Affairs, Georgia Power
R. Michael Barry, Jr. (BBA 1993, EMBA 2005), Partner, Epstein, Becker and Green, PC.
Ruth A. Bartlett (BBA 1976), Partner, Frazier & Deeter LLC
Michael M. Beechley (BBA 1989, MAcc 2003), President, Applied Economics LLC
W. Douglas Benn (BBA 1976, MAcc 1982), CEO, Strategic Business Solutions, LLC
Todd A. Bitzer (BBA 1998), Managing Director, Systematic Financial Management LP
Harold A. Black (BBA 1966, MA 1968, 1972 PhD.), James F. Smith Jr. Professor of Financial Institutions, University of Tennessee
Diane Bloodworth (BBA 1982), President, PerceptivePRO
R. Alain Bullock (BBA 1975), Managing Director, Bullock Mannelly Partners
David L. Burch (BBA 1973), President, Lighthouse Financial Advisors LLC
Matthew D. Clark (BBA 1992, MAcc 1993, MBA 2004), Controller, Transmission and Distribution Division, GE Energy
Alisa Pittman Cleek (BBA 1993), Partner, Elarbee Thompson, Sapp & Wilson LLP
Cecil R. Cooke (BBA 1975), Managing Director, Aon Risk Services
Robert C. Copeland (BBA 1970), Senior Vice President/Group Executive, Wachovia (Retired)
Richard W. Courts IV (BBA 1995), Vice President, CARTER
Darren W. DeVore (BBA 1986), Managing Director, Artisan Partners LP
Richard D. Doherty (BBA 1978), President & CEO, Doherty, Duggan, & Rouse Insurers
Susan McWhorter Driscoll (BBA 1985, MMR 1986), CEO, ignition
Robert J. Dumas, Jr. (BBA 1984, MAcc 1985), Partner and General Manager, TaxConnex LLC
Morris C. Estes (BBA 1988), Senior Vice President, GE Healthcare Financial Services
Stephen W. Goodroe (BBA 1971), Executive-In-Residence, Terry College of Business, UGA, Executive Education Center
Barbara E. Hampton (BBA 2006), Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, Georgia Transmission Corporation
Hamilton E. Holmes, Jr. (BBA 1990), Community Relations, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Co.
Jason E. Hudson (BS 1996, EMBA 2004), Chief Financial Officer, Majure Data, Inc.
Michael W. Ivey (BBA 1986), President & CEO, Capital City Mortgage Corporation
Stephen M. Joiner (BBA 1986), Managing Partner, Southeast Region, Deloitte & Touche, LLP
E. William Jones, Jr. (BBA 1988), Director of Business Affairs, Augusta National Golf Club
Andrew S. Mcgee (BS 1982), Managing Director, Trusco Capital Management
Ted McMullan (MBA 1993), President, Covington Investments, LLC
Marian L. Nichols (BBA 1977), Senior Partner, Nichols, Cauley & Associates LLC
Allison Karl O’Kelly (BBA 1994), Founder & CEO, Mori Corps
Michael K. Ostergard (BBA 1989), Global Managing Partner, Shareholder Value Consulting Practice, Accenture, Centergy One
Mark C. Saussy (BBA 1984), Managing Director, Southeast Asset Advisors, Inc.
John F. Schraudenbach (BBA 1981, MAcc 1982), Partner, Ernst & Young
Ashley P. Scott (BBA 1993, MAcc 1994), Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Abram J. Serotta (BBA 1968, MAcc 1969), President, Serotta Maddocks Evans & Co., CPAs
James H. Shepherd (BBA 1973), Chairman, Shepherd Center, Inc.
Deborah L. Storey (AB 1980, MBA 2006), VP Consumer Sales, AT&T Southeast, AT&T
Joseph H. Terrell, Jr. (BBA 1974), Executive Vice President, Carter & Associates
Kenneth L. Thrasher (BBA 1973, MAcc 1974), Managing Shareholder and Co-Founding Shareholder, Bennett Thrasher PC
Larry E. Warnock (BBA 1968, MEd 1971, EdD 1978), Owner, By-Mel Homes, Inc.
W. Larry Webb (BBA 1969, MBA 1970), Senior Vice President & CFO, Athens Regional Health Services
F.M. Buck Wiley III (JD 1992, MBA 1992), Vice President, Merrill Lynch
David K. Withers (BBA 1994), Director of Finance, Turner Enterprises, Inc.
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Alexis Smith Balkum (EMBA 2007), Executive Director, Employee Learning and Development, Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.
W. Benjamin Barkley (AB 1987, MBA 1988, JD 1991), Corporate Department Chairman, Kilpatrick Stockton
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